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It would be an hour before Hull Maintenance Technician First Class John “Crook” Lawless
received the Red Cross message that would break his heart. Without any hesitation from his
sympathetic chain of command, he would be ordered on Emergency Leave soon after his receipt
of the tragic news; however, due to the operational tempo, it would take another fifty-two
unbearable hours before a slot would finally open up for him on one of his warship’s Sikorsky
SH-60B Seahawk helicopter, a craft built and tasked exclusively for the use in the Spruance-
class destroyer’s primary mission of anti-submarine warfare, or ASW for short. In just over three
hours, the “bird” would fly him the more than two hundred nautical miles from his ship’s
location, which, at the time, would be twenty-seven nautical miles off the coast of Cap-Haïtien,
Haiti, to Guantanamo Bay, Cuba, a strategic U. S. military zone maintained within the confines
of the hostile communist nation. There, he would have a seventeen-hour layover before taking
off the next morning on the first available hop, a military-chartered flight, which would transport
him to the St. Louis Lambert International Airport. There, after a four-hour layover, he would
catch a commercial flight destined to the Cleveland-Hopkins International Airport, where, upon
arrival, he would take the first available shuttle directly to the Cleveland Clinic, his final
destination. But for now, unaware of all that was soon to come, he sat contentedly right where he
belonged: in his space, surrounded by his men, doing work that mattered.

His space, the Hull Maintenance Technician Shop, or HT Shop for short, was tight, as were
most working spaces on the ship; however, as the leading petty officer for the HT Division, it
was his space and it was a space of which he was proud. Every available inch of it was
efficiently and economically utilized: Tools of the trade, reference books, firefighting and
damage control equipment, and anything else that was required for him to manage his men and
their work, had a specific place within the space where it was squarely stowed away and properly
secured for sea. And his space was clean, very clean.

Earlier, during morning chow, he had gotten caught up in a heated discussion in the First Class
Mess with several of his peers about the latest assault on their navy, and it took some
maneuvering before he could break himself away from the useless debate. Until recently, all the
crew ever talked about was whether or not the U.S.-led, multinational force was going to invade
Haiti. But now, that previously uncontainable excitement had been superseded by a new
uncontainable excitement, one which, in its own way, was also viewed by the crew as an
invasion of sort.

Always the first man to arrive for duty each morning, Petty Officer Lawless undogged the
hatch to the HT Shop and secured it to the passageway bulkhead with a heavy metal hook. Upon
entering the space, he flipped on the lights, gave it a quick, eyeball inspection, and then, satisfied
it was up to his standards, sat down at his desk, which was nothing more than a section of a large
work shelf that lined the three, aft-most bulkheads. After reviewing the ship’s Plan of the Day, as
well has his own well-planned and meticulously maintained HT Division Project Schedule, he
settled himself in for a productive day’s work.



It wasn’t long before he heard the commotion of his men as they made their way down the
passageway toward the HT Shop. Upon entering and seeing their leading petty officer at his desk
already digging into his day, the young men checked their gig lines and the rest of their uniforms
to ensure they were squared away as they offered him their morning greetings and made their
way to their respective work spaces. He nodded a curt response to each of them without looking
up from his task.

After the three men sat down, they each began reviewing the work assignments for the day
that Petty Officer Lawless had laid out for them. However, it wasn’t long before they resumed
the discussion that, ever since its announcement at morning muster, had been consuming the
entire ship.

“Can you believe it? Four of ‘em, permanently assigned to a fucking warship. Our fucking
warship,” Hull Maintenance Technician Third Class Petty Officer Henderson said, the disgust
sounding heavy in his heavily-accented voice. “What a fucking joke.”

“But I thought women were already allowed on ships,” Fireman Recruit Blakely, a young
sailor fresh from boot camp and newly assigned to the division, said quietly.

Petty Officer Henderson spun his chair around so he could look at the young fireman. “Not
women, you fucking noob,” he said. “Dikes.” He then leaned back in his chair, sprawled his legs
out wide, and stared up at the piping and wires that crisscrossed madly above him as he tried to
process how drastically his world was about to change.

Hull Maintenance Technician Second Class Salihovic looked back over his shoulder at
Fireman Recruit Blakely and said, “’Til now, dike bitches were only allowed on supply ships,
Flakey. Not fighters like ours.”

Petty Officer Henderson sighed as he pulled himself up in his chair and pulled out a can of
snuff from the back pocket of the dark blue coveralls he was wearing (which, in the navy, were
referred to as “poop suits” because it looked like, no matter who was wearing them, that they
were always carrying around a load of shit in their saggy, ill-fitting bottoms), and stuffed a big
pinch of the tobacco behind his lower lip and tongued at it until he got into place. He returned the
can to his back pocket and slouched back down in his chair.

“Fuckin’ Clinton,” he said angrily at no one in particular. Small specks of tobacco sprayed out
as he spoke. “It’s all that commie fag lover’s fault that, by the end of today, four dike bitches are
gonna be heloin’ in and takin’ over our ship.”

“Tell you what,” Petty Officer Salihovic said, “if one of them dike bitches is assigned to our
shop, I’m going AWOL.”

“Shit,” Petty Officer Henderson said, drawing the word out slowly per the dictates of his
heavy, Tennessee dialect. “I’m stayin’ right the hell here. Dike bitch or not, pussy’s pussy. I’m
damn sure gonna be getting’ me as much of that snatch as I can.”

Petty Officer Salihovic gave a quick wink to Fireman Recruit Blakely before saying to Petty
Officer Henderson, “Which will be exactly as much pussy as you always get, Country. None!”
He tossed a dirty rag at his shipmate’s face to emphasize his point.

The two petty officer’s traded familiar insults back and forth until Petty Officer Salihovic
picked the rag up off the deck and said, “Well, come to think of it, Country, there is a chance that
you just might be right.”

This rare acknowledgement by Petty Officer Salihovic confused Petty Officer Henderson.
“Huh?” he said skeptically.

“Well, our ship’s getting’ four new bitches, right?” Petty Officer Salihovic said in explanation.



“That’s what the chief said at mornin’ muster, anyways,” Petty Officer Henderson said in
response.

“Well, then,” the senior of the two petty officers continued, “that would mean there will be
enough bitches for each of the four duty sections, right?”

“Yeah, so what?” Petty Officer Henderson said cautiously.
“Well, Einstein, what that means is that each duty section will soon have its very own Duty

Bitch.”
Petty Officer Henderson had to think about that for a moment. Finally, his face lit up. “Hell

yeah, now you’re talkin’, Sally,” he said as he reached over for a high five. “And those Duty
Bitches will sure as hell be able to help pass the time on those long, lonely mid-watches, if you
know what I mean.”

“Of course I know what you mean, you dumb fuck. That’s my whole point.”
The two petty officers laughed and gave themselves another high five. Fireman Recruit

Blakely continued to observe his superiors in silence.
“Hey, boss. You ever work with women before?” Petty Officer Henderson asked.
“Fuck no,” Petty Officer Lawless said dismissively.
Petty Officer Henderson nodded his head approvingly at the response. But then a look of

disgust overcame his face and he said to the group, “Why do split tails always gotta fuck things
up for us?”

“Natural order of things, I suppose,” Petty Officer Salihovic said. “Just like it’s the natural
order of things you’re gonna be a dumb, country fuck third class petty officer ‘til the day you
die.”

“Who you callin’ dumb, you lanky-ass Pollock,” Petty Officer Henderson shot back. He
grabbed a large crescent wrench from a tool bag on his desk and pointed it at Petty Officer
Salihovic. “You know, Flakey,” he said, “the only reason this mother fucker here got promoted
to second class over me is because he’s so good as suckin’ dick.” He then proceeded to act as if
he were Petty Officer Salihovic fellating the wrench.

The two petty officers fired rounds of homophobic insults at each other at a pace dizzying to
Fireman Recruit Blakely. Finally, after their one-upmanship petered out and concluded with an
unspoken truce, the two turned around in their chairs and began working within their allocated
section of the work shelf. The young fireman recruit silently followed their example.

Except for the constant, meditative growl of the ship’s two gas turbine engines and the
occasional sounds of their work – the cranking of a socket wrench; the filing down of a corroded
fitting; the scribbling of a pen; the turning of a page – the space went quiet. It wasn’t too long,
though, before Fireman Recruit Blakely looked up from the professional development manual he
was studying and stared at the back of his leading petty officer for some time before daring to
break the newfound silence.

“Um, excuse me, Petty Officer Lawless...”
Petty Officer Lawless didn’t respond.
The young fireman recruit bravely continued. “I-I don’t mean to interrupt but, well, the three

of us… we’ve been talking about it a lot, but, do you think we’re really going to invade Haiti?”
Petty Officers Salihovic and Henderson stopped what they were doing and turned around in

their chairs.
Petty Officer Lawless was working on the following week’s schedule, which required him to

consider a multiple of work flow relationships and dependencies and potential lag times as he



prioritized and assigned tasks in such a way that each of his men would stay constructively
engaged throughout the entire week. He carefully completed the entry he was working on before
responding to the fireman’s question.

“Hard to say, Blakely,” he said as he tucked his pen into his shirt pocket and turned to face his
men. “But for what it’s worth, this morning in the First Class Mess, I overheard Sigs saying that
the captain had put down the order to fly the battle flag.”

Petty Officer Henderson perked up. “I saw that son of a bitch once when the signalmen were
airing out all their flags,” he said. “Boy, let me tell ya, that is one huge, kick ass mother fucker.”

“I don’t know how many times I gotta say it, but we ain’t gonna invade shit,” said Petty
Officer Salihovic. “This is just one more of them cluster fuck drills where the brass gets us all
bonered up for nothin’. Besides,” he concluded as he stretched out his legs and crossed them at
the ankles, “them Haitian boys can’t be that fuckin’ stupid.”

“Well, Sally,” Petty Officer Lawless said, asserting his authority over his men, “you and I both
know that the bottom line is whatever happens, happens. And whatever does happen, you mother
fuckers better be ready for it.” He looked each of his men in the eyes until each nodded their
acknowledgement of the truth in what he had just said.

Petty Officer Lawless started to turn back to his work, when he heard a meek voice coming
from outside the open hatch.

“Excuse me, petty officers.”
He glanced toward the hatch and, as soon as he got a look at who had just spoken, knew

exactly what was about to happen next. Turning back to his work, he took the pen out of his
pocket, clicked it aggressively, and said over his shoulder, “Who wants him?”

Petty Officer Salihovic sprang from his chair and said, “He’s mine.”
“Fuck that, Sally,” Petty Officer Henderson said as he, too, rose from his chair. “You had the

last one.”
“Snooze you lose, bitch,” Petty Officer Salihovic shot back. Like a guided missile, his eyes

locked onto the young sailor standing in the passageway, just outside of the space’s open hatch.
He then said, “Okay, Flakey, you fuckin’ boot camp. Get your nose out of that bullshit manual
and pay close attention if you wanna learn how to be a real HT.”

In a serious manner, Fireman Recruit Blakely closed his manual and turned toward the hatch
so that he could observe the lesson he was about to receive.

“How may I be of service to you?” Petty Officer Salihovic asked the young sailor pleasantly.
Though the hatch was open, the two were separated by a custom-made, wooden half-door,

whom some referred to as a Dutch door; however, it was, by design, missing the top half. Petty
Officer Salihovic leaned casually on the door’s small shelf.

“Well,” the young sailor began nervously, “I was sent down here to get a, a...” He looked
down at the chit he was holding tightly within his hands. “...a HT Punch?”

“Well Fireman...” Petty Officer Salihovic paused to look at the name stenciled over the young
sailor’s shirt pocket. “…Stevens. Let me—”

The young sailor interrupted the petty officer and said, “It’s Seaman, not... I mean, well, my
name is Seaman Apprentice Stevens. I’m not a fireman...” His weak voice trailed off into an
even weaker insignificance.

“Even better,” Petty Officer Salihovic said slyly. “Say, I don’t think I’ve ever seen you before.
New onboard?”

“Yes, Petty Officer. Checked onboard just before we got underway.”



Petty Officer Salihovic flashed a smile at Petty Officer Henderson before saying to the young
sailor, “Well then, shipmate. Welcome aboard.”

“Thank you, Petty Officer,” Seaman Apprentice Stevens said eagerly.
Petty Officer Salihovic’s face became serious. “You know, since you’re new onboard and, I’m

just guessin’ here, that this is your first ship...” He paused just long enough to allow the young
sailor’s face to blush from embarrassment. “I think it only fair for me to warn you that an HT
Punch is a pretty serious piece of equipment. You think you can handle it?”

“I...I don’t know, Petty Officer. I think I’m supposed to just pick one up and bring it—”
“Tell you what,” Petty Officer Salihovic said as he carefully tore the top sheet of paper off the

pad that was setting on the half-doors shelf. “If you’re really sure you want an HT Punch, how
‘bout fillin’ out this service request while I check to see if I have any in stock.” He slid the paper
in front of the young sailor, but instead of checking on his stock, he continued leaning on the
shelf.

The young sailor looked down at the form. “HULL MAINTENENCE TECHNICIAN
SERVICE REQUEST” was written at the top in bold letters. Below that there were lined, blank
spaces for the date, for the requester’s name, and for the division to which the requester was
assigned. He found a pen next to the pad of paper and carefully filled in the blank spaces. The
next section of the form was subtitled “Maintenance Service Request” and, within that section,
there was nothing more than several rows of blank lines. The following section was subtitled
“Equipment Checkout Request.” Within it were three columns that listed the various types of
metal-working equipment and other such tools available for checkout. There were grinders and
scrapers and blow torches and many other strange-sounding items that the young sailor was
unfamiliar with. However, nowhere within the section, or anywhere else on the form, could he
find any reference to an HT Punch.

“Um, excuse me Petty Officer, but I don’t see HT Punch listed anywhere on the form.”
Petty Officer Salihovic spun the paper around, and, while reviewing it, dramatically said,

“God damn it, Henderson. How many god damn times have I told you to add HT Punch to the
god damn service request form?” He yanked a pen from the chest pocket of his poop suit and, in
the blank space between the equipment checkout section and the final, signature-block section,
he hurriedly scrawled: “OTHER ________.”

“There you go, shipmate,” he said as he spun the paper back around. “Fill in what you need,
then sign it.”

The young sailor did as he was told and then handed the form to the petty officer.
“Perfect,” Petty Officer Salihovic said without looking at the paper. He reached down, opened

the half-door, and indicated with a nod that the young sailor should enter the space.
Seaman Apprentice Stevens, not understanding why he would need to leave the safety of the

passageway, hesitated. But finally, the pressure of the petty officer’s stare forced him inside.
After the young sailor was standing in the space, Petty Officer Salihovic stepped out into the

passageway, unlatched the hatch from the bulkhead, closed it, and then dogged it down tight. He
walked over to the young sailor and stood in front of him.

“So, you really do want an HT Punch,” he said as he looked the young sailor directly,
intensely, in the eyes.

The young sailor made no response. With the hatch secured, the space seemed as if it had
become void of sound and oxygen.

Without warning, Petty Officer Salihovic smashed the service request form loudly between his



hands and crumbled it up, causing the young sailor to jump and take a reflexive step back. After
he had wadded the paper into a tight ball, he dropped it to the deck at the young sailor’s feet.
“Well, then,” he said slowly, sinisterly, “if it’s an HT Punch that you want, it’s an HT Punch that
you shall get.”

The confused, young sailor still did not respond. He only stood there shifting his weight from
foot to foot as he tried to avoid making eye contact with the petty officer.

Petty Officer Lawless was just about finished with the work schedule and was already thinking
about his own next task, when he looked impatiently over his shoulder and said, “All right, Sally.
Conclude this.”

“Roger that, boss,” Petty Officer Salihovic answered evenly as he continued to stare at the
young sailor. He then walked over to the starboard side bulkhead to where the safety gear was
stowed and brought down a welder’s helmet and a pair of large, rubber electrician’s gloves. He
looked over the gear, nodded approvingly, and smiled. He walked back across the space and
again stood in front of the young sailor, this time much closer than before, and resumed his
intense stare. He still smiled, but now the smile no longer seemed to convey a feeling of fond
admiration as it had for the safety gear. Instead, it now seemed to convey a feeling of
amusement, fierce, sadistic amusement, just as would the warped, painted smile of the evil circus
clown during one’s worst nightmare.

This smile lasted. It lasted through the time it took for him to adjust the helmet to the top of his
head. It lasted through the time it took for him to don each of the large, long gloves. And it
continued to last until it finally disappeared behind the helmet’s dark, protective face shield as he
slowly lowered it into place. Even then it felt as if the smile lasted, as if it were burning through
the blackened face shield like a fierce, intimidating blow torch.

Petty Officer Henderson spat a thick slurry of tobacco juice into an empty soda can and then
leaned over toward Fireman Recruit Blakely, flicking his leg to get his attention. He then nodded
at Petty Officer Salihovic and Seaman Apprentice Stevens, as if to say to the young fireman
recruit that the core of the lesson he was ordered to observe was about to begin and he had better
pay close attention. Petty Officer Henderson’s eyes were lit and his smile, too, burned bright.
Black dots of tobacco littered his teeth.

Petty Officer Salihovic grabbed the young sailor by the elbow and, without any resistance, led
him to a narrow, open section of the port bulkhead. He then carefully positioned him so that the
right side of his body was firmly placed against one of the many iron frames that could be felt
just behind the bulkhead’s surface, and which served as a sort of endoskeleton for the ship.

“What did you say your rate is, Stevens?” Because of the heavy shield, Petty Officer
Salihovic’s voice sounded muffled and distant, but also, in a strange way, deep and amplified.

The young sailor looked back and forth from Petty Officer Henderson to Fireman Recruit
Blakely. He opened his mouth, but said nothing.

“Answer me!” Petty Officer Salihovic ordered.
The young sailor jumped. “Intel... I-S, Petty Officer. I’m striking to be a—”
“Intelligence Specialist?” Petty Officer Salihovic’s strange, deep voice spat out sarcastically.

“What in the fuck makes you think your intelligence is so god damn special, Seaman Apprentice
Stevens?”

The young sailor was visibly shaking now. “Nothing... I don’t...”
“You fucking prima donna ops fags sit up there on your asses in front of your god damn work

stations all day long staring at screens and pushin’ buttons while us HTs are down here bustin’



our asses, fixin’ shit and makin shit.”
The young sailor’s shoulders slumped forward and his head sagged toward the deck. Petty

Officer Salihovic grabbed him and yanked him up until he was once again standing straight.
With his left hand, he took hold of his young victim at the left elbow and pressed him tightly
against the bulkhead. With his right hand, he, almost tenderly, smoothed away the creases from
the upper sleeve above the elbow. And then, at last, he let out a low, guttural growl and
transformed the caressing right hand into a clenched fist that, in one flash of a motion, cocked
back and fired out as a violent punch that exploded directly upon the young sailor’s thin arm.

“God damn!” Petty Officer Henderson hollered as he shot out from his chair. He looked down
at Fireman Recruit Blakely and enthusiastically nodded toward the young sailor lying crumbled
upon the deck. “Flakey, now that boy there was just given one, hellfire of an HT Punch.” He
rushed over to Petty Officer Salihovic and shoved him playfully. “Damn, boy! I ain’t never seen
one drop straight down like that.”

Petty Officer Salihovic raised the face shield; his smile had spread broadly across his face.
“Shit, Petty Officer Lawless used to drop ‘em like that every time. Didn’t ya, boss?”

Petty Officer Lawless rolled his chair back, stood up, and, while stretching, began issuing out
orders. “Okay Sally, get that piece of shit out of here. Henderson, get your ass up to the O-3 level
and turn to on that corroded fitting.” He looked down at Fireman Recruit Blakely, who, before
anything could be said, spun his chair around and flapped the professional development manual
back open.

The phone above Petty Officer Lawless’s desk rang. He reached out and snatched it off its
wall mount before the end of the first ring. “HT Shop. Lawless.”

As the caller spoke, Petty Officer Lawless leaned against the edge of his desk, but then
suddenly he stood back up and said, “Roger that, Chief. On my way.”

He returned the receiver to its mount and grabbed his notebook. As he walked toward the
hatch, he said to his men, “Gotta run up to the Chief’s Mess. Sally’s got the con.”
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As a thirteen-year sailor assigned to such an intensive sea-going rate as Hull Maintenance
Technician, Petty Officer Lawless had seen so many spectacular, God-affirming sunrises while
underway that he no longer considered them as anything more than just another facet of his daily
routine, just as was his requirement to attend morning musters or his desire to eat his three
squares a day. Each morning, without ever needing the slightest prompting from an alarm clock,
he would wake long before reveille, quietly ready himself for the day, and then head topside to
whichever weather deck offered the best viewing for the beginning of another solar revolution.
But never, until this cruise, had he ever seen the sun rise over a country that his ship was
preparing to attack.

With dark-clouded conflicted thoughts blowing through his mind, he leaned against the lifeline
as the sun peeked over the mountains of Hispaniola and began to fan its warm September rays
out across the island. For the past several days, his ship had been patrolling just outside the zone
of Haiti’s territorial waters, somewhere off the coast of Cap-Haïtien. Despite the efforts of the
rising sun, the modestly populated commune still remained in darkness from the shadows cast by



the mountain range that towered over it. The only significant light from the commune came from
a string of bonfires that burned like pyres along its coast. The fires glowed with an entrancing
tribal intensity and incensed the soft morning breeze with a smoky, seductive third world aroma
of wood, food, and refuse. He took in a deep breath of the sanctified air and, despite his sullen
moodse, was immediately filled with an overwhelming primordial urge to conquer.

He felt at his pocket. Folded inside it was an urgent message from the Red Cross, the one that
his chief solemnly handed to him yesterday morning in the Chief’s Mess. The message said it
was his mother, his beautiful mother. It was her heart, it said, her lonely and broken heart. It was
a heart, he knew, that was first broken long ago by the misery of an abandoned love; and now, as
he understood the message to say, it was a heart further broken, irreparably broken, finally
broken by the misery of an abandoned concern for her own wellbeing. Still touching the message
through the outside of his pocket, he imagined her lying alone in a lonely hospital, uncertain both
of her miserable fate and if she would ever again get to see her only child, her son, the only man
in her life whose love stayed true to her. He had to get to her, to his beautiful, lonely, loving
mother, before it was too late.

He looked around the weather deck and found that he was no longer alone. Others had joined
him on the lifeline. They, too, leaned silently, motionlessly, and stared out across the water,
seemingly transfixed by the beckoning dance of the flaming coastal fires.

The chief was terribly sorry, he said as he handed him the message. But, because of the
imminent invasion, it was not known when he would be able to get space on one of their
Seahawks. Their focus, the chief said, was completely on the ship’s ASW mission. This made
him laugh now as he thought about it. He could just imagine their birds out there stalking the
waters, fully armed and impatiently ready, intently searching for all of Haiti’s lethal, nonexistent
submarines. What a typically pointless joke of a mission. But, his chief said, while they waited
for a flight to Gitmo to open up for him, he would make arrangements with the radio shack for
him to be able to talk to his mother ASAP on the INMARSAT hook up. The chief said all this to
him yesterday morning and he still had not yet spoken to his mother. The reason he was given
for the delay was, because the invasion could go down at any time, of course, all communication
paths were to remain open and, until further notice, any non-mission related transmissions had to
first be approved the Operations Officer. His call would definitely be authorized, his chief said,
but no one knew exactly when.

Like many acronyms, ASAP, especially, tends to be given more weight and import than it
deserves. In reality, the words that it stands for provide nothing more than the promise of a future
possibility. However, invasion or not, the four female sailors sure did arrive ASAP, he thought.
Fucking bitches were promptly helo’d in yesterday afternoon, as promised, just in time for the
big event. And here he was stuck in limbo, wondering which big event he was going to have to
miss – the invasion of Haiti because of the looming death of his mother; or the death of his
mother because of the looming invasion of Haiti.

The sun’s rays had completely covered the island and were now spreading fast across the
water. He stood up, took one more deep breath of the thick, potent air, and then released it as a
slow, reluctant sigh as he headed back inside the skin of the ship for morning chow.
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It was the next day and Petty Officer Lawless sat alone in his space. His full sea bag stood taut
and at the ready next to him as he waited for flight operations to be called. Once called, he would
report to the hangar bay where he would continue to wait until he was given the go ahead to
board one of the Seahawks. Earlier in the day, as he sat at his desk with a print out of a random
project schedule lying before him, offering the illusion of work, his chief called and advised him
that he had been authorized a space on the next flight out to Guantanamo Bay. He was to report
directly to personnel to pick up the emergency leave orders that had already been cut for him.

That was several hours ago and now he sat alone in his space and waited. He was alone
because his men were out working. Petty Officer Henderson was back up on the O-3 level,
closing out the work on that corroded fitting. Petty Officer Salihovic and Fireman Recruit
Blakely were in the Supply berthing compartment, responding to an emergency call to fix a
leaking sewage pipe. Petty Officer Salihovic had intended to respond to the call alone, but he
told him to bring the fireman along with him, to give him a little on the job training. Petty
Officer Salihovic loved the idea and told the fireman that sometimes HTs got stuck with some
real shitty jobs. Petty Officers Salihovic and Henderson laughed at that. Petty Officer Henderson
prodded the young fireman even further with a warning, saying that by the time he was a
qualified HT, the bulk of his work would probably be devoted to clearing sewage pipes that had
been clogged up by all the rags and nasty shit those dike bitches were going to be constantly
flushing down the heads. The two petty officers laughed even harder.

As they finished gathering their gear, they said their goodbyes just in case Petty Officer
Lawless was gone before they returned. Fireman Recruit Blakely told him that his mother would
be in his prayers. The two petty officers added quickly that they also would be praying for her.
He thanked them for that. As they were leaving, he asked them to secure the hatch, and they did.
The space was now silent and still, and he, just as silent as still as the space, sat alone, waiting.

Just as Petty Officer Salihovic had predicted, the invasion was called off. In the end, again just
as Petty Officer Salihovic had predicted, them Haitian boys, the generals and the police
commanders, were not that fucking stupid after all. They tried to be, he thought, but Clinton
wouldn’t let them.

Fucking Clinton. First he lets fags in the navy, then he lets women serve on combatants, and
now he goes ahead and lets fucking Jimmy Carter and General Powell and some other mother
fucker ruin his invasion by sending them out to talk some sense in them stupid, fucking Haitian
boys. Fuck Clinton. Fuck him. Fuck fags. Fuck women. Fuck Haitians. Fuck them all.

He stood up and began pacing within the space. He couldn’t think like that, not now, not when
his mother was in the condition that she was in. His poor mother. His poor beautiful, loving,
lonely, dying mother. He had to get to her before it was too late. When were they going to put
the call down for the fucking flight ops? Clinton may have ruined his invasion, but at least he
now had a chance to see her before it was too late. He could not believe how weak and desperate
and lonely her voice sounded. Last night, even before the invasion had been called off, the
Operations Officer finally authorized him to place a satellite phone call to her.

When he got word of the go ahead, he darted out from his space as if General Quarters had
been sounded, sprinted dangerously through narrow passageways, and climbed the near-vertical
ladders like a man possessed, winding his way up from the deepest depths of the ship up to its
tallest heights. By the time he had reached the radio shack and one of the radiomen on duty had
signed him in and he had sat down at the desk where the phone was located and placed the



handset to his ear, the INMARSAT operator had already made the connection to his mother’s
room in the hospital and was in the middle of explaining to her nurse the proper procedures for
speaking on a military communication system and how critical it was that absolutely no
reference was made to any ship names or movements or schedules. The nurse said she
understood and he could hear her as she softly explained it all to his mother. Then she told his
mother to go ahead and say something. And then, he heard her voice.

“Hello?” she said timidly.
He hesitated to answer and then he could hear her nurse whispering in the background,

instructing her to say “over” whenever she finished her turn speaking.
After a pause, his mother said, “Over.”
“Hello, mom. It’s me. Johnny. Over.”
“Johnny? Is that really you?”
He waited.
“Over,” she said.
He was not prepared for just how horribly weak, and old, his mother sounded. She spoke

slowly, and with a sad waver in her voice that made it hard for him to understand what she was
saying. He wasn’t sure if the choppiness of her voice was caused by her condition or by the
condition of the satellite signal.

“Yeah, mom. It’s me, your son. How are you? Are they taking good care of you? Over.”
She began to cry.
“It’s okay, mom. Don’t cry. I’m on my way to see you and I’ll be there before you know it.

Okay? Over.”
She said something, but the only thing he could understand was, “Over.”
His heart began racing from panic. There was so much he wanted to tell her that he didn’t even

know where to begin. He sputtered when trying to speak too quickly from his pent-up desire to
want to tell her everything his heart contained for her before it was too late. He told her that she
shouldn’t worry, that she was going to be all right, that he was coming for her, that from now on
he was going to take care of her, and that he loved her more than anything else.

But it wasn’t his mother he was spilling his heart out to, it was her nurse. He could hear the
embarrassment in her voice as she explained to him that it all had become too much for his
mother and that she needed to rest. He said he understood and thanked her for her help. After she
had hung up, he thanked the INMARSAT operator, who had remained on the line throughout the
call to ensure operational security was maintained. The operator replied with a, “Roger that,”
then terminated the call.

He continued pacing back and forth within the space while waiting and thinking about his poor
mother and all the many misgivings he had for the way he had neglected her for so long. Just like
all the other men in her life, he, too, ended up abandoning her. He should have been there for her.
How could he let his mother, his own broken-hearted, lonely and loving mother, live alone like
she had for so long? She, the essence of love and womanhood, didn’t deserve such a hard,
miserable life, just as he didn’t deserve such a beautiful, loving mother. He collapsed in his chair
and covered his face with his worn, calloused hands.

What made it even worse was that, while his scared mother suffered alone so far away from
him, four fucking so-called women were now onboard his ship. He could see them right now
strutting around the passageways, each knowing that they were a new and powerful precedent
that could not be ignored, or contained. Their mere presence on the ship signaled the beginning



of an assault that he knew would quickly overwhelm and dispose of honored traditions and
ancient rites that had served, since the first sail was set, to mold weak, malleable landsmen,
wogs, into tempered warriors of the sea. The fucking cunts. He could almost smell them.

He didn’t notice at first, but there was a hesitant knocking at the hatch. He was going to ignore
it, but then he thought that it might be someone, perhaps the Messenger of the Watch, coming
down to tell him something about the flight ops; or, maybe it was someone with news about his
mother. He stood up, walked to the hatch, quickly undogged it, and slowly pushed it open.

He couldn’t believe his eyes. He almost fell over. It was her. It was his mother. She was
standing there in the passageway right before him. He tried to steady himself by grabbing hold of
the opened, wooden half-door, but the weight of his hand on the shelf caused the door to swing
toward the bulkhead. He became even more unbalanced. Could it really be her? No. Unlike the
image standing before him, his mother wasn’t young anymore. But the image looked just like
her; or, at least it looked just like her in all those old pictures she had always showed him when
he was a child – cracked, faded, black-and-white pictures of when she was young and still full of
life and of happiness and of hope. Unlike the image standing before him, she was old and dying.
Maybe she had died and it was her ghost. Or maybe it was her returning as an angel.

It wasn’t his mother, he realized. It wasn’t her, or her ghost, or an angel. The young woman
standing before him was completely alive and was wearing the drab, sexless prison-like uniform
that sailors wore when underway. But she could have been his mother, she was that beautiful. He
stared at her, not knowing what to say. She stared back at him with large, frightened eyes and,
through them he could see the large, frightened eyes of his mother as she lay helpless and alone
in some unknown hospital. He was entranced, entrapped, helplessly immobilized by some
mysterious power, until he noticed her nervously shifting her weight from foot to foot and her
eyes, the large, frightened eyes of a confused, unknowing young woman, of a confused,
unknowing young sailor, glancing down at the chit that she held tightly within her hands as if it
were a life ring. He stepped back and looked at her, all of her. It was then, upon seeing her
completely, that he understood why she was there, standing in the passageway, just outside of his
space’s open hatch.

Finally, the young sailor found the courage to speak. “I… I was told I needed to get an…” She
stole a quick glance down at the chit. “…an HT Punch.”

No, she certainly wasn’t his mother. He took a deep breath of the stale, metallic air and then
blew it out. He then then leaned upon the shelf of the wooden door and stared at her for a
moment before shaking his head slowly, for he knew exactly what was about to happen next.
 



★

TRUTH ALONE NEEDS NO TENDING

 
 
He looked out upon the field, upon its row after row of chest-high corn, and let its effect take
over his vision. Even as long as he’d been farming, the field’s expanse, its depth, still seemed
like an optical illusion to him, an illusion of eternity.

However, as he looked out across the seemingly endless rows of cornstalks swaying with
peaceful ease, something didn’t feel right. Stomach said so.

It’d been two weeks of constant rain, heavy most of the time. Today was finally clear enough
for him to get back on his tractor and do some work other than pushing manure around in the
barn. Felt good to be back on the machine and working the dirt.

Fields don’t tend themselves. That’s what his father always said. And his father.
And then it happened.
Stomach prophecy. Never failed.
The tractor quit. Just up and quit. It wasn’t like the old beast to go ahead and do that. It’s

always been the one thing in his life he could rely on most. He checked and saw that he still had
more than half a tank of gas. He hopped down and the soft wet dirt sucked him in and rose above
the soles of his boots. He pulled his cell phone out of the chest pocket of his overalls. No signal,
of course. Never was this far out.

He circled around the tractor a couple of times. Took off his ball cap. Scratched at his head.
Just wasn’t like it to quit like that.

The soft wet dirt was cold and made him cold as it soaked into the back of his shirt. He didn’t
want to have to be down there, but he didn’t have a choice since there was nothing under the
hood that looked amiss. He strained his eyes to see into the machine’s shadowy underbelly, then
remembered his phone had one of them flashlight apps installed. He had to soon give up on the
hope of light, however, after several failed attempts from thumbing the wrong icon and dropping
the phone twice in the mud. It wasn’t worth the effort anyway, seeing how, even if he did find
something amiss under there, there wouldn’t be much he could do about it. He never was much
of a mechanic — that was always her job; she always ended up fixing the things he broke and his
friends always gave him hell for that — but from what he could tell, he didn’t see anything that
looked as if it would just go ahead and make the old beast up and quit like that.

He stood back up and began counting costs. The towing. The repairing. The interest on the
over-extended credit.

But something still didn’t feel right in his gut. It was something more than the old beast it was
telling him.

And no sooner than it did, he heard what sounded like a barely discernable, high-pitched
whistling. At first the sound was nothing more than a whining so low he thought maybe his ears
were ringing from having had stood up too quickly. But, he quickly realized the sound wasn’t
coming from inside his head, it was coming from off in the distance somewhere and it was
getting progressively louder. Now, it sounded like bombs, many of them, dropping from the sky,
like you’d used to see in old black-and-white World War II footage of bombs spewing out from



the belly of one of those B-17 Flying Fortress Bombers.
And then, right when he realized the sound storming toward him wasn’t a whistling sound at

all, but one more of a multi-layered shrieking sound, he saw the first one. He saw one and then
he saw another. And another. And another until the entire horizon was overcome by them. A
massive crowd of screaming people was running across his field and coming toward him fast,
very fast.

He climbed up on his tractor and stood up on his toes as high as he could. Even still, he
couldn’t see the end of the crowd. It just kept coming as a massive, rumbling wall of humans,
causing the tops of the cornstalks to shimmer, as if with fear.

He stuck himself halfway into the cab and turned at the key. Still dead. He got back down off
the tractor and, as he waited for the hysterical crowd to approach, he took off his ball cap and
scratched at his head again. The screaming, screams of terror, was so loud it no longer seemed to
him as something as ephemeral as sound. It seemed more tangible now, as if he could swipe at
through the air and come up with handfuls of it.

His crop was ruined, no question about that. It made him think of the bible and of its locusts
and their apocalyptic destruction, frightening things that he had learned in Sunday School as a
child. And then the first of the crowd were upon him, some flashing by on either side of the
tractor, some scrambling up and over it, and he knew there was nothing for him to do but to turn
and run with them.

Screaming high-pitched shrieks of terror, and with his boots sinking deep into the mud, he ran
as fast as he could, plowing down cornstalks, tripping over fields stones, tearing at the backs of
those before him so as to get them out of his way, not knowing why he did it, only that it was for
his life.
 



★

THE URGE

 
 
After evening chow, I escaped the Mess Deck and headed out to the fantail to smoke a square or
two like I, and a slew of other nicotine-addled sailors, liked to do whenever underway. Tonight,
though, instead of hanging with the gaggle and listening to all the tired bullshit while the usual
mooches mooched my smokes, I decided to find a spot at the very stern of the ship where I could
lean on the life rail, let the nicotine do its work, and watch the sun sink toward the horizon.

I lit my third square for the evening from the glowing nub of my second and then flicked the
nub over the side as hard as I could. It wasn’t my farthest, but it caught the wind and sailed a
good distance before landing in the wake. The fantail had pretty much emptied out by now, as
most had made their way to their respective berthing compartments to secure a chair for the
evening movie. Except for a small, uncharacteristically quiet group near the forward part of the
fantail, there was only me and one other guy out there. It was the new guy, Jenks. He was
leaning against the same rail as me, though he was nearer to the ship’s port side. He smoked and
stared out toward the horizon.

I gave him a good look. His creased, leathery face glowed orange from the retiring,
shimmering sun; the folds on the shadowed back of his neck looked worn and splintered. He had
to have been the oldest petty officer second class in the navy. I reached down, pulled up my pant
leg, tucked the pack of reds into my sock, and then walked over to him.

“So, Jenks,” I said by way of introduction, “how much of that scuttlebutt’s true going around
about all the crazy shit you used to do in the Philippines?”

Jenks didn’t look at me; he just took a long drag on his smoke, slowly exhaled, and then
flicked the nub straight down into the wake.

“Don’t matter none, shipmate,” he finally answered. His voice was as coarse and as dry as his
weathered skin. “Even if any of that shit was true, that was a whole different navy ago.”

I reached down into my sock and pulled out my reds, shook the pack until a square popped
out, and offered it to Jenks. He didn’t say anything; he just kept his eyes fixed on the horizon. I
took the half-smoked square out of my mouth and replaced it with the one that Jenks had
ignored.

The boatswain’s whistle abruptly trilled over the 1MC. It was followed by the Boatswain’s
Mate of the Watch announcing the call for trash. I looked around and found that only Jenks and I
were left on the fantail. The movie would be starting soon. If it was a good one, by now I’d never
find a place to sit in my berthing compartment. My only option would be to watch it on the Mess
Deck with a shitload of assholes, where I would have to try to stay focused through all the
bullshitting and annoying commentary that would be going on throughout the entire showing.

I turned back to Jenks. The sun was disappearing quickly, and he now looked a fiery red. His
hands gripped the life rail and he stared straight down to where the ship’s wake began. I, too,
grabbed the rail and then slowly leaned over it to look down. Froth-covered water violently
rolled and erupted into explosions of stinging, salty spray. Unseen, deep beneath the tumult,
massive, unforgiving propellers were thrashing at the ocean, powering the destroyer forward.



“You ever feel it?” Jenks suddenly asked.
I looked over at him. I wasn’t sure if he was talking to me or to the ocean. I looked back down.

Even though the fantail was the lowest weather deck on the ship, it still seemed a long way from
where I stood leaning over the rail to where the water met the hull. Jenks didn’t specify what he
meant by “it,” but as I leaned over the side, I knew exactly what he was talking about. Yeah, I
felt it. Without fail, whenever I got close to the side of the ship, I felt it. And each time that I did,
I feared that someday I just might not be able to resist it.

The hatch to the fantail flew open and sailors, mostly young, junior sailors, came bursting
through it, each hauling an industrial-sized plastic bag full of trash. The strong wind caught the
sweet stench from the rot within the bags and reminded me of the unfortunate meal that was
sitting heavily in my gut. The last person through the hatch was the petty officer in charge of the
working party. He positioned himself mid-ship, near the stern, not too far from Jenks and me.
The junior sailors queued up in front of him with their bags in tow. Some of them were talkative,
in a loud, juvenile kind of way, and some were quiet, in a pissed off, how-the-fuck-did-I-get-
stuck-with-this-shitjob kind of way. The first sailor in line told the petty officer in charge his
name and the division to which he was assigned. The petty officer recorded the information into
a green log book and then nodded his head toward the ocean, indicating that the sailor could now
empty his trash over the side.

By the time the working party had returned inside the skin of the ship, taking their commotion
and stench with them, it didn’t feel right for me to try to answer Jenks’s question. It was too late
now. It was beyond us now. It now was lost within the phosphorescent wake along with all the
soda cans, greasy rags, empty laundry detergent boxes, and all the other shit that had been
dumped over the side and that was now floating forever unconstrained toward the sunless
horizon.
 



★

KARŌSHI BLUES

 
 
Always industrious, Atsushi, a young man, never for a moment feels relaxed unless he is busy
working on something, whether it be busy working at his occupation – he, a quintessential
salaryman if there ever was one – or, whether it be in the few slim hours he isn’t at work, when
he isn’t working toward his countless overtime hours, his pro bono no officium hours, when after
his boss finally tells him in that head-tilting circumspect way of his that he, Atsushi, really
should try to stop working so hard and consider taking some time off, to take a vacation, or to, at
a minimum, go home and relax a bit, when he is off-duty (so to speak), then, when he is busy
cleaning his small but tidy apartment – an apartment that rarely ever really needs cleaning since
he is always cleaning it during those few slim hours he isn’t at work, just as he is always fixing
things when they aren’t really in need of repair (it may be safe to say that he is more a tinkerer, a
maintainerer, than he is a fixerer, a repairerer, since, even though something may already be in
good repair, he has to find some fault with it, for he is always in need of something with which to
keep his hands busy) – and when he cannot find even one more speck of dirt in his apartment to
clean or one more misaligned clock gear or new computer application to tinker with (he
considers himself somewhat of a lay software developer), then he will busy himself making lists
of things he needs to do – it may be a bit of a stretch to say that he needs to do these things he
lists since he is always on top of things, always up on his shopping or his paying of the bills or
his dental or medical needs – but still he lists them as things that will need being done at some
point in the future, trying the best as he may to project out when exactly they will be needing
done, along with steps, procedural requirements, applicable phone numbers, street-side
addresses, website addresses, et cetera, footnoted in detail, or, perhaps, outlined even, as required
and as he deems, all the while constantly thinking, wishing even, that he wouldn’t have to waste
his time with such menial things like cleaning and repairing (come to think of it, he really does
not like the word tinkering, with all its meandering and non-constructive connotations) and lists
when he could be back at work, on the job, working, working for the good of the company,
working for the good of the country, working for the good of humanity, for if working isn’t for
the good of something, what good is it for?
 



★

SICK

 
 
It was one of those sicks – one where the head didn’t just throb, it felt as if it were being
pummeled, as if it were being brutally, sadistically pounded upon, as if it were the floor for a
step dancing competition and all the teams, maybe two hundred of them, were passionately,
madly, dancing at once for the grand finale showcase where the winners had already been picked
and now the dancing was just for showing off in the last-ditch aspiration that they could interest
some unseen Reality TV dancing show talent scout who just may be hiding in the crowd.

It was a sick where the eyes gave up all hope of focus; one where the covers meant nothing to
the chills. The slightest movement became a revolt of hurt; an aching anarchic rebellion of
agony. He was so sick and had been for so long that his bed had become a form-fitting,
tempurpedically molded, permanent place of residence, of restlessness. The distance between the
bed and the toilet a Sahara Desert of certain atrophied exhaustion.

But as sick as he was, it meant nothing really, at least nothing new. He was always sick. Just
as the racking of one infection waned, the racking of a new one waxed. He was sick and sick was
he. Sick was his no longer new norm; his no longer new way of living (so to speak). For him to
not be sick would be, well… sick.

And there was no hope that his sick would ever tire of making him sick. He went to bed each
night sick, knowing without no longer ever thinking that he would wake up in the morning sick,
if not sicker.

Sick was both his is and his mortal will be.
Death, his only cure.
But some days were better than others. Some days the pounding would subside just enough to

where he could hear over the blood erupting in his ears.
On those days he liked to reflect and mentally compose verse.
Haiku, mostly.
He liked haiku because he got to work out his brain both philosophically (at least his haiku

were philosophically deep in his pained yet hopelessly pretentious mind) and mathematically
with the whole 5/7/5 thing.

During his last Day of Haiku – a moon or two ago maybe… he couldn’t remember exactly
when – he came up with a good one; at least it was one that he has since used to dwell upon
during his brief moments of lucidity, when the pain ebbs just enough for reflection, but not
enough for composition…
 

leaves obscure the path
pilgrims lost along the way

Buddha seems to smile
 

But today wasn’t one of those days, one of those haiku days, that is; today was one of those
days, one of those sicker than sick days. One of those days of constant hurt. A day of pure,



unadulterated and relentless pain.
They say that pain is God’s way of reminding us of all the good reasons for living. Whenever

he thought of that, whenever he could think through the pain, he had to laugh. And even if it did
set off a new revolt of hurt and ache, at least there was that.

Laughter.
Pained joy…
Which is always better than pained sorrow.

 



★

THE PERSISTENT AND THE DAMNED

 
 
The winter-soaked autumn leaves, drying fast from the inescapable light of the klieg light sun,
began an unwilling tumbling across the cornfield, fallow and dank, at the impatient prodding of
an impertinent spring breeze.

Everything has its time, sighed the aged, wind worn, naked oak.
Everything, sooner, later, regardless of desire, must go.
But many of the leaves would not go, at least not yet. They would, in their need to continue to

be, in their yearning to remain, find things to grasp at, to cling to, to wrap themselves
wholeheartedly around: the dry and brittle stubs of stalks, standing stiff in their own persistent
grasp at relevance, were the leaves’ only, last, hope.

In each other, their final purpose.
In each other, their temporal salvation.

 



★

TRANSFORMATION OF A G

 
 
A sliver of light seeps into a dark room through dark fabric that is duct taped over a small
window. Gregory lies silhouetted in bed underneath the window, fast asleep in his darkened
apartment.

Actually, his “apartment” is nothing but a bed, a dresser, and a mini-fridge with a TV on top
located opposite the laundry, next to the furnace, and behind a barrier of boxed, forgotten junk
down in his parent’s unfinished basement. This has been his apartment since finishing college
and failing miserably at finding a job, as is evidenced by the fact that he is still sleeping and
about to miss yet another interview.

A hesitant knocking commences at his apartment’s front, and only, door; which is, of course,
the basement door located at the top of the stairs.

The door and the stairway leading up to it are dark, except for a thin beam of light leaking in
from the gap between the door and the floor. Shadows, cast by the diminutive feet of Gregory’s
soft-spoken mother on the other side of the door, waver in with the beam.

In a loud (at least for her), sing-song voice she says, “Greggy? I hope you’re awake and ready
for your—”

She is cut off by loud, angry feet marching toward the door. More shadows leak in with the
light, and then the knocking gets serious.

“Gregory,” his father hollers in his deep, world-weary voice, “I warn you, son, if you miss
another interview...” He pauses long enough to give his nervous wife a defiant look. “You and all
your god damn video games will be out on the street before lunch!”

Angry feet march away from the door.
Gregory finally begins to stir. It’s a slow-motion process; a slacker wake-up ritual of sorts. He

buries his head under his pillow before an arm emerges from under the warm covers and reaches
through the darkness to switch on a study lamp that is clamped to a furnace pipe and which
stretches out over his head.

He kicks off the covers and reveals the body of a mid-sized, thin but muscularly defined, mid-
twenties, African-American male. He does some cat-like stretching and then concludes his ritual
with some aggressive eye-rubbing underneath the pillow. While doing so, he seems to notice
something strange about his hands.

He holds them over his head and looks up at them from under the pillow. He flips them over
and inspects both sides of them as if he’s never seen them before. He sits up on his elbows and
looks down at his bare upper torso. He sees the scars of five bullet holes and an assortment of
tattoos littered across his brown abdomen. The most prominent tattoo, Thug Life, arches across
the muscle-ripped gut.

“Greggy, are you hungry? I can make you your favorite blueberry and peanut butter
pancakes...”

He pulls up the band of his underwear and takes a curious peek at his package. “No thanks,
Mom,” he says distractedly. “I’ll just grab something on my way out.”



The mother screams as if the most horrific thing in the world that could happen to her has just
happened. “Daddy! Daddy! Come quick. There’s someone in the basement.”

From somewhere farther away than the other side of the door, the father’s incessant complaint
machine fires back up. “Jesus Christ, what the hell is it now?”

“I-I don’t know... There’s someone downstairs hollering.”
Angry feet once again stomp toward the door.
“What do you mean someone?” the father asks sarcastically. “It’s just your spoiled brat of a

son pissed off because he has to wake up before two in the afternoon.”
The door handle rattles.
“God damn it. I don’t know why that boy always has to lock the god damn door.”
The door shakes and the handle rattles louder.
“What does he think we’re gonna do? Go down to that hell-hole bedroom of his on purpose?

Gregory, open this god damn door right now!”
“But... It wasn’t Greggy... It... it was someone else.”
“Ah, geez, there you go again. Always blowing things out of proportion. Gregory! What the

hell is going on down there?!”
Gregory switches the lamp off and slides back down into the bed... into the darkness.
“Everything’s okay, Dad,” Gregory says with contentment. “I’ll be up in a minute.”
Upstairs, the father, who looks to be in his mid-forties, who looks to be like he was once in

decent shape, and who not only looks to be but is white, now agrees with his wife: Whoever that
is downstairs, it definitely is not his son.

“Jesus Christ, Babe. You’re right. There is someone down there. I-I couldn’t understand what
he was hollering about but it sounds like he’s... black.”

“I know I know I know,” the now hysterical mother cries out. “You got to do something,
Daddy.”

The father mobilizes into action.
First, he takes his wife – who is also white and in her early-forties but trying hard to look

younger – by the shoulders and leads her away from the basement door and sets her down on the
living room couch.

On the wall above the couch, there are various photos – senior yearbook, high school
graduation, college graduation, and others – presumably of Gregory as he was when he was still
their white, blond-haired, hazel-eyed son.

The father then rushes down the hall and ducks into their bedroom. He slides a drawer open,
rummages through it, and then pulls out a gun and ammunition. He loads a clip into a gun,
chambers a round, and then slams the drawer back shut. He comes out of the bedroom holding
his gun like he knows exactly how to use it. Because he does.

The mother sees the weapon and her hysterics kick back in. “What are you... I thought they
took... Shouldn’t you just call this in— can’t we just call 911?”

Like the out-of-shape former cop that he is, the father covers down the room and positions
himself with his back against the wall next to the basement door. He cocks his head so that he
can best hear any activity down below. His oil-sheened pistol is held readied for action.

The wife grabs the phone off the coffee table and frantically tries to work it. It takes her
several attempts before she gets the numbers dialed, and it takes several attempts from the 911
operator to get her to calm down enough to where she is able to pass on the emergency. After she
finally does, she collapses onto the couch.



“Okay, Babe, don’t sit down, here’s what I want you to do,” the father says, as if talking to the
basement door. “I want you to run quick to the neighbors and, no matter what you hear, do not
come back in this house until I say it’s okay. Okay?”

He looks over to his wife to make sure she is following orders. But she didn’t hear him. She is
in shock and, for the time being, lost to this world.

He tampers down his frustration with his wife’s on-cue dramatics and returns his attention to
the door. He speaks slowly and clearly to it. “Gregory... Are you okay, son?

Down in the basement, Gregory is still lying in bed in the dark.
“No, Dad, everything is not all okay,” he says rapturously. “In fact, everything is completely

fucked up. But now... now I understand why. And I know exactly what I— what we need to do
about it.”

“Look, I don’t know who you are or why you are in my basement; but, please, I need to know
that my son is okay,” the father demands from the other side of the door.

Gregory sits up on an elbow and looks through the darkness toward the direction of the stairs.
Dad, really, I’m fine. In fact, I feel great. I’m serious. I know exactly what we need to do now.”

“Sir, if you would please just stop hollering and calm down. I can’t understand what you’re
talking about. But, look, if this is about what happened... the shooting....” The tone in the father’s
voice loses some of its edge. “I-I’m sorry about it but, you know, my actions... the proceedings...
they were justified.” The edge returns. “Look, I’ll explain everything. I’ll do whatever you want.
Just please don’t hurt my son.”

Gregory sits all the way up and swings his legs off the bed. The covers fall to the floor. He
stands up and begins walking. In the dark he appears wraith-like, spirit-like. He reaches the stairs
and looks up at the light.

“No one is hurt, Father. In fact, no one ever has to get hurt again. We can make sure of it. You
and I... together.”

“Okay, sir, I hear you. I understand. But you have got to listen to me, okay. The world is not
against you. No one is against you right now. It’s just you and me. Talking. All we have to do is
stay calm so we can talk and figure this out, okay?”

“Father, it’s you who must listen to me. I told you, I’ve already got it all figured out and I’m
coming up now so we can talk about it.” Gregory begins to slowly climb the stairs.

The father hears footsteps pounding up the stairs in a rush toward him. He springs off the wall
and pivots around holding his pistol in two hands stretched out before him, taking steady aim at
the door.

“Do not open the door, sir,” the father warns in a low growl that almost seems to be saying –
bring it on.

Gregory reaches the landing and unlocks the door. “Father, I have no choice.”
Sirens can be heard wailing faintly in the distance.
To the father it appears as if the person from the basement is now trying to crash a shoulder

through the door.
“Yeah? Well, fuck you, too, motherfucker,” the father hollers as he widens his stance and

stretches his pistol more toward the door. “This weak-ass cracker will blow your thug nigger
head off if you dare come through that door.”

Gregory, smiling peacefully, swings the door open slowly. Bright light washes in over him.
“Father... it’s a miracle.”

The basement door bursts open. The father unloads his entire clip into a doorway void of light,



a doorway filled only with a black nothingness. Unseen within this black nothingness, a body
thuds to the floor and tumbles violently down the stairs.

There is a moment of ugly silence, a slow-motion stillness, and then the father looks at his gun
with fear. He begins to cry as he drops to his knees. Shaking now from his tears, he lets the
empty clip slide out and fall to the floor. He pulls a fresh clip out of his pocket and carefully
loads it into the gun. He chambers a round. He crawls to the basement doorway, and then pulls
himself up by the handle of the door. After some hesitation, he disappears down into the black
nothingness.

Footsteps slowly descend the stairs.
Then, after a period of painful silence, there is a final gunshot.
The mother sits motionless on the couch, frozen, staring blankly at the black nothingness of

the basement doorway.
The sirens are close now and getting closer.



★

THE HUMAN TOUCH

 
 
He believed the internet could not deliver a message as the mailman could.

It can deliver it quicker, surely; however, it cannot deliver it personably, with feeling, with the
tangibility of the touch. Not with just the touch of the mailman, the mailwoman, necessarily; but
with the slow, lingering touch of the sender—his subtle scent, her wavering pen, their desperate
struggle in the fold.

As a mailman man, he, predictably, eschewed technology and all its cold, hard factual laws of
exponentially expanding silicone speeds, of quantum speeds. All its qubits of progress, a byting
progress lashing out at and making extinct whatever mailman-like Luddite befalls its singular
path. All its promise of a terrifying future, a future never far from the madding crowd sourcing
its virtueless reality.

He eschewed it for he relished the wait. He relished the slow and tantalizing wait for it was
freedom, freedom that only the non-factoring, calculating, unaccountable emotive exploitation of
the timed delay and rigorous sentimentality the aching human response can provide. He
eschewed it and, consequently, did not have to fret the lightning speed receipt of the non-receipt
that it inflicted with such precise and heartless certitude of LORAN’s many co-conspiring
devices.

He would wait because he could wait. Even when it did not come he knew that it could come.
That it could be coming. He would wait for all eternity if need be, knowing that it could at least
be on its way. On its way but delayed, perhaps. Delayed not by neglection. Delayed certainly not
by rejection…no, not by that, never by that. But instead delayed by the sweet, the capriciously
sweet, the heartachingly sweet, unreliable nature of the human touch.
 



★

TARAXACUM

 
 
It stopped him in his tracks.

Stunned, he stared at it as if he had never seen one before. Its glowing beauty. But of course he
had seen one before. He had seen many. Maybe millions.

Then why this one?
The mower handle vibrated impatiently in his hands. Let’s go, he felt it saying to him. He

hesitated, unsure. Push and mow on, it seemed to demand.
How could he have never realized it before? How could it have eluded him all this time?
The mower persisted in its vibration. My job is to mow that deceptive bastard down and yours

is to push, it seemed to be saying. Do your job so I can do mine.
But he wasn’t listening.
He released the handle and the noise ceased abruptly. Except for the ticking hot engine, quiet

consumed the yard. Callous hands tingled.
He stepped away from the mower and stepped into the unkempt grass. Kneeling before it, he

leaned in close and examined it. It’s color. It’s texture. The shadow play of its vibrant-colored
florets. The pale green strength of its stem. Looking even closer, the pollen-rich golden stamens.
Childhood memories. Wispy seeds floating on the wind… The promise of what was to come.
 
 

★

 
 
Boot braced on the back of the mower, he pulled hard on the cord. The still hot engine roared
back to life, seemingly more determined than ever to do its job. Ready to resume his, he took a
firm grab on the handle, hesitated only ever so briefly, then pushed and mowed on.
 



★

WAR ON WAR

 
 
The subversives understood, and took to heart, the war weary warning that plans are nothing, but
planning is everything. Because of this, they planned. And they planned for a long time – years,
many of them – so that someday they could once and for all execute their plan, a noble and
mighty plan, one to end all plans for all wars, for all time.

For years, many of them, they meticulously studied the generals and war commanders – their
strategies; their tactics; their conquests; their defeats – and as they did, they continued preparing
and improving their plan – its writing; its editing; its rewriting; its testing; its validating; its
retesting; its revalidating.

However, over time, years, many of them, all their testings and validations and rewrites
revealed to them that no matter how much and how well they studied and prepared their plan, it,
no matter how hard they tried in simulation after simulation, could never survive first contact
with the enemy, even as simulated as it was.

Forever true to their cause, they eventually, over time, years, many of them, remembered what
they had learned long ago soon after their subversive plan first revealed itself.

Plans are nothing, but planning is everything.
So, they began strategizing and deliberating and drafting new plans, contingency plans, many

of them, to supplement their initial plan of subversion, a noble and mighty plan, a plan to end all
plans for all wars, for all time. Forever.
 



★

A COME TO JESUS MEETING

 
 
The meeting, already having had exceeded an hour and seeming as if there were still hours to go,
drudged along as if it were a living thing, a slow-stalking, life-threatening, monstrously evil
thing. Slide after slide after unrelenting and enervating slide flashed upon the screen and ate
away at the brainspace of each of the meeting’s participants. And the screen, reactionary and
vindictive, hung over the room like a dystopian all-seeing eye. Watching each participant as if
they were a guilty usurper. A potential prisoner. A habeas corpus-less detainee. The meeting
became an interrogation. Each slide became an accusation. A crime in search of a criminal.
Slide! Slide! Slide! Slide! A waterboarding of slides.

The meeting droned on like a drone checking off its kill list in a holy war without end.
Still, notes were being taken and questions were being asked. If not, they win. Even still,

amidst all the note-taking, amidst all the questioning, all knew that all had to have known,
though it went religiously unsaid, that each slide, while contributing somewhat, somehow,
toward the benefit their individual livelihoods, took from them an irreplaceable piece of their
lives. Still, all knew that all had to have known that it would be more humane for them, even
heroic of them, if, instead of death by a thousand cutting slides, something definite, something
uncharacteristically finite, something true and merciful and just were to actually happen in the
meeting other than suppositional proposals for best case scenarios or establishing buy in for
identifying and prioritizing agenda action items for the subsequent agenda — something like an
improvised exploding projector, perhaps, where they all would meet their sudden demise; where
they all would become holy martyrs for the sacred cause.
 



★

COUNTIN’ SQUARES

 
 
I’m back mowin’ yards again, so what. I don’t mind mowin’. At least there’s no boss to get on
my ass for nothin’. Besides, it’s easy as hell: just walk up to a door and ask. The slobs around
here’re too lazy to mow their own yards anyways. And it’s nothin’ to think about either. Just
count the steps and turn. The houses and yards’re all the same so I don’t even hardly have to
count anymore. But I still do anyways. Twenty-six steps, right turn; fifteen steps to the sidewalk,
right turn; twenty-six steps to the driveway, right turn; fifteen steps, right turn, and so on and so
on. Steps get shorter as the squares get smaller. Most days I turn to the right, but some days I
turn to the left, dependin’ on how I feel.

I have my own mower and it needs some work. The sonofabitch is so loud I couldn’t hear you
screamin’ at me even if you was standin’ right next to me. I can’t even hear myself think with the
goddamn mower blarin’, so how the hell am I supposed to hear any screamin’ goin’ on anyways?
Besides, I ain’t listenin’ to nothin’ when I mow lawns – nothin’ but myself countin’ squares, that
is.

You know, my ol’ man told me once that people’re strong as hell, only we don’t know it. He
said everybody has some kinda special power deep within’ ‘emselves. Once he told me about a
little kid that got pinned underneath a car. He said this little sucker’s mom came home from
grocery shoppin’, drove right up the goddamn driveway, and ran right square on top of the little
sonofabitch while he was ridin’ his tricycle. My ol’ man said the mother freaked the hell out and
without even thinkin’, picked the goddamn car right up off him. Saved his life. He was a little
banged up, though. Still, pickin’ up a car all by yourself. Damn. Sometimes I think ‘bout that
when I’m mowin’.

The other night my goddamned boss – well, my goddamned ex-boss, told me, right as I was
walkin’ out the door to go home, that I had to work late again. Now what kinda shit is that? I
think to myself, fuck that, I gots things to do. You know what I told him? I said, “Fuck you. I
gots things to do.” Fuck him anyways, always trying to make me work late. If he didn’t sit on his
ass all day while I’m busy bustin’ mine there wouldn’t ever be no reason for me to work late
anyways. It ain’t like the whole world’s gonna stop spinnin’ if the shelves don’t get stocked. It
ain’t like his goddamned store ever sells a goddamned thing anyhow.

So it’s a good thing I still got this mower that I got when my ol’ man died. You know, I bet if
I’da been mowin’ left that day I’da never seen that crazy sonofabitch. He yanked her hair so hard
I saw rubber bands breakin’. I thought, yep, she’s gonna get her ass whipped real good for sure.
She musta pissed him off right. He threw her ass in the van and the sonofabitches took off just
like that. Left the goddamned bike just lyin’ there in the street, front wheel spinnin’ real slow-
like. Too bad it was a girl’s bike. I don’t ride no girl’s bike.

When I saw him draggin’ her into his van I had to laugh ‘cause it reminded me of my boss
after I told him to fuck off. Him draggin’ stock from the storeroom and stackin’ it all by his
weak-ass self. His face all twisted and mouth locked up real tight like an asshole. He looked so
funny I stayed to watch.



Fuckin’ cops think they’re so tough askin’ their goddamned questions. I told them I don’t
know dick and to beat it ‘cause I gots things to do. They shoulda been talkin’ to the fat bitch
instead of me anyways. She’ll talk. She’ll talk so goddamn much they’ll have to put their guns to
her head and threatin’ to blow it off just to make her shut up. She’ll even make shit up. Bitch’s
always talkin’, addin’ at least thirty minutes to the time it takes me to mow her yard. When she
gets to goin’ real good at me it’s hard for me to understand what the hell she’s talkin’ about
‘cause she’s so goddamn fat. I can’t concentrate on what she’s sayin’. Her cheeks jigglin’ and
eyes buggin’ out. She’s got that blue crap all over ‘em, too. The bitch is creepy I tell ya.

She don’t know this, but one time when I was mowin’ her back yard, I passed by her bedroom
window and saw her sleepin’ on her bed all curled up like a baby. I never saw her so still, you
know, without movin’ or sayin’ somethin’. Bitch didn’t look so fat then.

So they flashed their badge at me like it mattered, but they’re just hidin’ behind it like scared
pussies. I told them to mind their own fuckin’ business. But they kept askin’ if I knew anything
about some girl floatin’ in the river. And then they tell me about me mowin’ the fat bitch’s lawn
while some kid’s gettin’ kidnapped and ask if I seen anything strange. Who the hell got
kidnapped I asked and then told them to talk to the fat bitch ‘cause she’s nothin’ but a
goddamned freak, peekin’ out from behind her curtains all the time.
 

★

 
You know, this was such a safe, peaceful neighborhood when my husband and I first moved here
fourt— oh my, has it been fifteen years already? Has it really been that long? My, where has all
the time… you know, I remember telling Stephen, that’s my husband’s name, Stephen— he
prefers to be called Steve— I remember telling him when we decided to buy this house all those
years ago that this neighborhood was just like the neighborhood in that one movie… you know
the one… now, what’s its name? It was my favorite. Oh my… it’s funny, you’d think I’d
remember something like that. I used to just love it. Isn’t it strange how you always remember all
those little, unimportant things, but the things that you want to remember seem to just slip away?
Oh well, it was a beautiful movie anyway.

But now, this neighborhood is so bad. The streets are so dirty… and, ah, the crime. You just
can’t believe it. And the people that live around here now, they are so… they are just downright
scary, that’s what they are.

When Stephen and I first got married we tried so hard to have children. That’s all I could ever
think about. I would have been such a wonderful mother. I used to imagine myself walking down
our street, pushing my baby in a beautiful carriage, stopping to talk to neighbors, while they
admired my baby so. But now, the way things are I almost have to say that I’m glad we couldn’t
have children. Can you imagine? I would be worried sick, day and night. It’s bad enough I have
to worry about Stephen delivering his mail.

Oh, that reminds me. Just the other day, a day I’ll never forget I tell you, I was waiting for
Stephen to return from his route when the most incredible thing happened. You’ll never believe
it. A little girl was kidnapped right on my street. I saw the whole thing. Of course, at the time I
didn’t know she was being kidnapped. How was I to know? It all happened so fast. Besides, they
were Mexican, I think, and I just thought he was probably her father and that’s just how those
people behave. Who was I to judge?

I was concerned, though, you know, that she was being mistreated. I really was. And, I almost



called the police. I did. Until that boy, well, he’s hardly a boy I guess. But until that young man
who mows my yard started making a scene. Right while that little girl… that poor, poor child,
bless her soul… right while she was being abducted, that young man who mows my yard… I
don’t believe I know his name…. Well, he started laughing as if he were about to have a fit. It
was very unsettling. I swear to the Lord above that he was laughing at the fact that that poor,
little girl was being abused. He kept laughing and looking over at his shoulder at me. Of course,
now I wish I had notified the police, but I was so upset I had to lie down. Just think about all of
the times that I actually tried to start up friendly conversations with that young man.

Imagine how I felt when the police showed up on my front doorstep the next day and began
questioning me. I had tried my hardest to put that awful scene out of my mind, but there they
were asking me such intrusive questions and reminding me of all those horrible images. Can you
blame me for wanting to forget what happened? It just breaks my heart thinking about how that
poor child was dragged into that van the way she was. Not to mention the other terrible things
that they reported happened to her afterwards. This world is simply going mad.

And of course I tried to find someone else to maintain my yard after seeing that young man
behave the way he did; but, well, you know how young people are these days. Not a single
neighborhood child was interested in making a little extra money. And of course, with Stephen’s
bad back he’s practically incapable of getting out of bed to even go to work, let alone mow the
lawn. I don’t know what we’re going to do when his condition gets so bad he has to quit his job.
But anyway, like I was saying, I was completely unprepared for the questions that those
detectives asked me. And I certainly didn’t appreciate the tone in their voice. It seemed as if they
felt that I was the one who did those terrible things to that poor little child. Bless her soul.
 



★

THE LAST DISTRACTIONS

 
 
The boy didn’t wait for his father’s granted permission. He just shook his small hand free from
the big one that held it carelessly within its grasp and ran gleefully to the side of the country
road, to where the spring-time growth met the gravel. The father, his mind wrapped tightly
around the decision of heartbreak he could no longer avoid making, slowed his pace
unconsciously as his son lagged behind to jump and dance with the butterflies. While low in the
grass, yet unseen by the boy and unimagined by the father, lay in wait the last thing the two
would ever have to fear.
 



★

LIFE IS MOSTLY UNDERSTOOD

 
 
The door opened, and February’s unforgiving chill entered with him.

She stood slowly, unsteadily when she saw him. He went straight to her and, after a noticed
hesitation, hugged her. Neither spoke.

Neither spoke as he helped her with her coat. Neither spoke as they stepped out into the frigid,
monochrome afternoon and walked to his car. Neither spoke as they pulled out of the emptied
parking lot and onto the vacant street.

He drove, and she sat shivering. A silence had settled between them that seemed eternal;
however, it was she who finally spoke, her voice barely audible over the blast of the car’s tepid
heater.

“She wasn’t supposed to call you…”
His grip tightened on the steering wheel. He stared hard at the road rushing at them.
“Why didn’t you tell me?”
She couldn’t hold back the sob.
“I-I don’t know. I thought it would make you…”
He jammed the handle down to signal a turn. The light changed to yellow. She thought he

would run it, but instead he stopped, jolting her forward.
Their car, alone, waited at the intersection. The only sound was the heat blowing on high and

the impatient clicking of the turning signal.
“What do you want to—”
A woman appeared suddenly outside his window. They both jumped. In her dirt-stained hand

was an empty coffee cup. She tapped it on the window as she made her plea. A cardboard sign
hung from her neck that read, Without you, there is no me.

They both tried to ignore her. He, by watching the turning signal blinking within the console
behind the steering wheel. She, by watching the stop light as it swayed like a pendulum with the
wind.

The woman shuffled away.
She took in a deep breath and then let it out through quivering lips. She then looked at him,

wanting him to look at her.
He didn’t. He just reached out and turned the heat down to low.
The turning signal’s clicking seemed deafening now.
When the light changed, he made the turn and they headed down a road that was just as vacant

as the one from which they had just turned off, and where the silence settling between them
seemed just as interminable.
 
 



★

FRIENDSHIP DAY

 
 
Today is the day they will open their base to our community, the economy, as they call it, and
will allow us to enter without restrictions.

It is the day they will hold their own version our Obon, our summer festival where we honor
our ancestors. They will wear our yukata and our happi and will cook for us our yakitori and our
takoyaki. They will play recorded versions of our traditional music over their loudspeakers and
will attempt our traditional dances. We will try not to smile too broadly when we tell them how
nice they look in our clothes and how well they perform our dances.

Today, they will sell us their beer and their pizza. We will forego the yakitori and takoyaki and
will, instead, buy as many cases of their beer and as many boxes of their pizza as we can. We
will then drink too much and eat too much while we sit on our blankets in a tree-covered park
next to their small marina and their large McDonalds; or, perhaps it is our McDonalds since we
will see that only our people are employed there.

Today, though, is especially the day they will give us tours on their ships. We will crowd into
their buses and we will wait in long lines until we are divided up into small groups and escorted
throughout their ships by their sailors in white hats. Mostly, we will want to tour their aircraft
carrier. That is where our lines and our wait will be the longest. And when we finally reach the
flight deck, we will take deep breaths of the salty air and we will look out across the expanse of
the bay and we will try not to wonder why they are still here.
 



★

COMFORTING

 
 
Never before had Tomoe felt as uncomfortable as she did while sorting through her father’s
belongings. Goro should be responsible for this, she thought, a thought she had been thinking
ever since the will was read. A daughter should not have to dispose of her father’s past.

By the third day she had become numb to her task. Clothes would be donated; furniture would
be sold; papers, mostly old bills and outdated tax records, would be burned. On the fourth day
she found a box, a beautifully lacquered and ornate box of the sort that would not normally be
filled with such crumpled and torn papers. The faded script written on the brittle pages was
formal, ancient. But as she struggled with the writing, she came to realize that what she was
reading was about to change everything she thought she understood about herself.

The writing was that of her great-grandmother’s, a woman whose name she had never once
heard mentioned during the whole of her life. She read that, in 1904, as Japan consolidated its
forces in Korea in preparation for war with Russia, her great-grandmother, and many young
women like her, were also consolidated there to keep the forces comfortable and war ready.

Mostly what Tomoe read was heartbreaking: it was a time of misery and hardship and of
suicidal desires. But on the final, most tattered page, she read that one cold February night a fair-
skinned and near-frozen American writer named Jack London suddenly arrived. Her great-
grandmother and four other girls were specially chosen to bathe him. Her great-grandmother,
alone, was chosen to prepare his bed and to comfort him as best she could.

After carefully smoothing out the pages and returning them to their box, Tomoe found a pen
and some paper and began to write in a newly found voice.
 



★

A TABLE FOR TWO FOR ONE, PLEASE

 
 
I was there because I wanted not to have to be with anyone other than myself. I had my reasons.
Too many of them. So many that they left me with a mind swollen and sore from my incessant
thinking upon them. Like the probing tongue to the fevered tooth, my mind was unable to leave
them be. The crowd and its din were palliative in the sense that they provided me with both a
blanket of anonymity and a distractive harmonic to my own discorded din that blared internally.
Eternally. Though it was intended to mean just the opposite, he took my silence in response to
his asking as my acquiescence and sat in the seat across from me. The blanket gone, pulled off
with his sitting, I was left with only two choices equal in their lack of appeal: stay and suffer his
company; or leave and suffer the consequence. I accepted the choice that inflicted upon me only
a mental anguish.

He looked at me and I tried not to return the violation in kind, but it’s hard to not make eye
contact when someone is sitting so close. Even from an unintended glance, I could see it within
him bubbling rapidly to the surface, ready to explode upon me as a toxic tonic of “polite
conversation.” He made a telltale shift in his seat and then it poured forth from him like a
sparkling wine uncorked before its time.

I made sure the meaning of my continued silence was impossible for him to once again
misinterpret by accentuating it with a shift in my seat that faced me away from him. However,
my silent protest only served to allow him an opportunity to answer his question to me on my
behalf.

Having been anticipated, my first reaction to his complete domination over me and my
immediate space was a reflexive one: a sharp tinge of mental anguish. But then I realized his
talking not to me but at me served to allow me the opportunity to pull myself back under the
blanket of anonymity and return my thinking to the many reasons that had brought me there to
begin with.
 
 



★

WHISPER ALLEY

 
 
Today it’s raining. It’s a rain so soft, so comforting, that I’m reminded of my mother. When I
was young, mama used to tell me wonderful stories on days like this. She would open the
windows wide and the quiet drumming would fill the room. She said the rain was special, that it
was like a lullaby that could quiet the busy streets and bring a gentle hush over the city. To
mama, rain was magic. To me, it was a blessing.

You don’t have to work tonight, right, Mama?
That’s right, my little peach, I don’t.
How come you never have to work when it rains?
Just look how peaceful the rain makes the city look. No one should have to work on days like

this.
The rain came through the open windows and sprinkled her face. The droplets sparkled like

tiny diamonds.
You’d better close the window Mama. You’re getting wet.
Daijobu-desu. It’s all right because the rain feels lovely.
But won’t you catch a cold?
No, Momo-chan. The rain doesn’t make sickness; it makes things well. It gives the world a

shower and washes away all of its sadness.
If it were cold, mama would let me light the heater. The smell of kerosene would be strong at

first, but it soon would mingle with the burning incense and other pleasant odors of our home.
Later, we would sit under the kotatsu, close together, blanket pulled tight around us, and she
would tell stories of mysterious talking carp and beautiful singing cranes until I fell asleep.

On days like this, mama loved to drink ocha. The green tea had a subtle fragrance that belied
its bitter taste. I loved to watch her. Her movements seemed effortless, so fluid: the way she
slowly prepared the tea; the way she held the cup so lightly and placed it gently against her lips.
Even her sipping the tea sounded delicate. She gave the whole ritual a sense of grace. I didn’t
like the taste of the tea then, but mama would prepare me a cup anyway. I never drank it. I would
just hold it between my palms and savor its warmth.

Usually I don’t think about mama because I have so much work to do. I don’t mind my work.
No one bothers me because I do my job well. I clean what needs to be cleaned, and most
importantly, I mind my own business. My job requires complete discretion. When I was hired,
my senpai patiently instructed me on what was expected from me. Treat the customers like
they’re spirits, she said. Respect them and show them deference whenever they’re around, but
never acknowledge their presence. That was fine with me because I never pay attention to what
anyone does. Oh, I see faces, and I see other things, but I just ignore what doesn’t concern me.
Besides, I am not paid to remember, or to know things – I am paid to clean. When I was little,
mama used to scold me when I pointed out to her all of the odd things that people do. When she
brought a friend home, she always reminded me of the number one rule: Good girls see
everything, but say nothing.



All of my life I have never owned a car. To get to work I ride the train. I don’t mind; in fact, I
rather enjoy it. The station is only a short walk from my home and the streets always seem to
keep me company one way or another. Mama never owned a car either, so even when I was
young I always rode the train. How I used to love the little station by our apartment. The stands
that lined the walls had so many different things to sell that it hurt my eyes to look at them all.
And there used to be so many women wearing beautiful kimonos, filling the station with many
wonderful colors. Now, it seems the only color I see is the color of business suits.

What I liked most about the station, though, was watching the trains pass by as mama and I
waited for our connection. As soon as we heard the signal for an on-coming train, mama would
reach down for my hand and tell me to step back from the edge of the platform, even if I wasn’t
near it. If the train were an express, it would roar through the station with such force that I would
have to remind myself to breathe. They came and went so fast that all of the cars blurred together
to form a long, gray streak. Sometimes, faces would emerge through the blur. They always
seemed to be wearing empty, distant expressions, like the faces in the old black-and-white photos
mama used to show me when I was little.

I never did enjoy riding the trains during rush hour, though. The people were rude, always
shoving to get a seat. The more they packed themselves in, the tighter I held on to mama’s hand.
I was always afraid I was going to lose her when it got so crowded. I remember once we were
going to see a movie in Yokohama. I had never visited the city before and I was very excited.
But the longer we traveled, and the closer we got to the city, the more crowded the train became.
At each stop, more and more people got on, until finally, it became so crowded that I couldn’t
move. There were legs and waists and bottoms all around me. I squeezed mama’s hand to remind
her not to let go. But then, for some unknown reason, the train began to stop. It braked and the
crowd lunged forward. My feet left the floor. But, because there were so many people, there was
no room for anyone to fall. It felt as if I was caught up in an ocean wave. By the time the train
jerked itself to a complete stop, everyone was all tangled together. People began talking at once
in excited, high-pitched voices, wondering to each other what the problem was. I had lost mama.
I wanted to cry out for her, but I knew better than to make a scene. I was alone without her.

It wasn’t long, though, after everything began to settle down, that I heard mama softly calling
my name. She had been pushed to the other side of the train. Her back was to me and I could
only see her from the waist down. I recognized her skirt. It was yellow and had soft purple and
blue flowers on it. It was her favorite. She told me to wait where I was, that she would come to
me as soon as she could, and for me not to disturb anyone.

I was scared. I tried not to cry, but I couldn’t help it. The tears blurred my vision, making it
hard to see. All of the women around me seemed to feel sorry for me, but there was nothing they
could do. There was no room for them to let me by or to pick me up. I couldn’t go anywhere. I
could only rock with the crowd from the motion of the train.

After I stopped crying, there was nothing else for me to do, so I played the pretend game. The
pretend game is a game mama taught me to play whenever I was bored. I used to play it all the
time when she was at work, or when she had friends over and I couldn’t be in the way. It helped
me forget the things that I didn’t want to think about. This time I pretended that I was in a
beautiful forest. All of the legs around me became trees, and all of the arms and hands became
branches and limbs. The people swaying with the train became trees blowing in the wind. I
pretended so hard that birds began to sing and little squirrels began to play at my feet. I saw
mama among the trees but her back was still turned to me. A path appeared before me that



promised to lead me to her. I began to follow it.
As I was walking down my pretend path, a branch blew up against the back of mama’s leg and

started rubbing against it. She reached back to brush it away, but the wind was strong and the
branch blew back. My pretending stopped. The branch became a hand. What was happening? I
looked up at the people around me but no one seemed to notice. The hand kept coming back and
mama kept pushing it away. Whose hand was it? I strained to see but there were so many people
I couldn’t tell who the hand belonged to. The only thing I could tell was that his suit was blue,
dark blue.

The hand was too strong and it began to slowly crawl up her leg. Why didn’t mama do
something? Tell someone? Scream? I hated that hand. I wanted to kill it. I wanted to scream
myself, but all I could do was cry. The women around me thought I was crying again only
because I was still separated from my mother. They tried to comfort me by telling me that mama
would be with me soon. They didn’t know what was really happening. Even if they had known
they probably wouldn’t have done anything about it. They would have been too scared to say
anything, just like mama. The hand disappearing underneath mama’s skirt is the last thing I
remember of my trip to Yokohama.

Don’t ever talk to the customers. Don’t make eye contact. If you’re cleaning a room and
customers come in, bow, and then quietly leave. My senpai meant well, but she didn’t have to
keep telling me how to act. I have never cared about any of the people who come here, or even
why they come. When I started working I was very naïve. I didn’t know what kind of hotel this
was. I thought it was just a regular hotel where people go to take vacations or business trips, not
a hotel with rooms that look like boxing rings, or stage coaches, or boats, or race cars.

One day, shortly after I began working at the hotel, I was cleaning a room, I think it was the
Cupid Room, and I found a wallet. I remembered what I was told when I was hired: If you find
anything that belongs to a customer, turn it in to the manager. So I placed the wallet in my cart
and was going to turn it in after I finished the last two rooms on the floor. But, by the time I
finished the floor I had forgotten about the wallet. That evening, after I had finished my shift and
was returning all of my cleaning items, the wallet fell to the floor. As I was picking it up I saw
that a little packet had fallen out. I didn’t care about the wallet. I wasn’t even interested in
knowing how much money was in it, or who it belonged to, and of course, I turned it into the
manager before I left. But I had never seen a condom before. I had seen advertisements for them
in the train stations; and I remember hearing girls talk about them in high school, but I was new
and, of course, well, I had never really seen one before, so I took it.

I have seen thousands of them since then. I didn’t even know until the manager pointed it out
about a month after I had been working at the hotel, that my cart had a little can for used ones.
Now, before I start cleaning I put on rubber gloves so I don’t have to touch them. I call the
gloves “condoms for my hands.” I never told anyone that. Well, I did tell Nagumo-san, and she
thought it was funny. But she doesn’t work here anymore. Some ladies don’t last too long. When
they first start out, they tell me how happy they are just to have a job. But I guess after they
change a few sheets and dispose of a few condoms, they get to thinking. I usually can tell who
will quit and who won’t by the way they pick up soiled sheets or pucker their lips too tightly
when they see some of the stranger things left behind by our customers. As for me, I’ve been
doing this too long to quit now.

Mama wouldn’t have been happy about me working in a love hotel, but I sure didn’t like the
job she got for me. She had a friend who worked for the city. I didn’t do too well in school, so I



should have been grateful to him for helping me and mama out like that. But I couldn’t learn to
type very well, and I especially didn’t like working with men. That’s what’s so nice about the job
I have now – only women clean love hotels. But mama was proud of me so I kept working for
the city. I didn’t want to disappoint her. But finally, one weekend after she got sick, I just walked
into the hotel that I work in now and asked for a job. I don’t know why I chose this hotel. Maybe
it was because it looked so new back then. And please believe me, it wasn’t easy for me to sneak
behind mama’s back like that, but she was too sick to know. I always did what she told me to do,
but working for the city was just too much for me. Too many suits with hands like branches.

I remember walking into the hotel for the first time. It was very dark and there was no lobby,
just an entrance way that led to a window. So I went to the window, which was really just a little
half-moon shaped opening in the wall, and I was surprised when I couldn’t see a person. All I
saw were hands holding out a key. How strange it was to talk to a pair of hands. But a voice
answered, and it and the hands seemed surprised when I asked if I could work there. The voice
behind the hands said that it wasn’t up to her. All she could do was assign rooms and collect
money. She was very polite, though. The hands told me how she got her job. They said that she
started out cleaning rooms and worked really hard, and was very discreet, so they put her behind
the window. She also said that if I wanted to work there I would first have to talk to the manager.
She didn’t say that he belonged to the yakuza, and, of course, I didn’t know. Maybe I wouldn’t
even have applied if I had known. I was very nervous when I walked into his office. But, I was
hired after I told him I was a very discreet person.

I’m a hard worker. Mama always said that I should work hard and be honest. That’s what good
people do. She always worked hard. She had to because papa died when I was a baby. I don’t
know what he looked like because mama didn’t have any pictures of him; but she told me so
many wonderful things about him that as a child I felt as if he were always with us. Because
mama took such good care of me, I didn’t usually mind not having a father, except when the kids
in my neighborhood teased me about it. I don’t know why they were so mean. I don’t know why
they said such terrible things. It wasn’t my fault that my father died – I never believed the things
they said anyway. And when I went to mama crying, she held me real tight. She always held me
so long and smelled so good that I would eventually forget about all the meanness that made me
cry.

I like to take my breaks across the street at the soba restaurant. It’s not a fancy restaurant, just
a little noodle house. Mostly, I don’t even eat when I go there. I just order ocha, close my eyes,
and listen to everyone eat their noodles. When I was little I used to love the way the noodles slid
into my mouth, and how, if I sucked them up really hard, the ends smacked me right under my
nose. Sometimes, the pretty girls from my hotel are at the restaurant, too. They are such nice
girls, always saying hello and talking to me a little. They usually don’t eat anything, either. They
just sit at their tables and smoke, sometimes they drink tea, and when they see me coming they
always smile. And there are times when, if they’re all chattering at once, or laughing with their
heads back, or if they’re so excited about their conversation that when they speak, their hands
speak too, like the lady’s behind the window, or, if the smoke from their cigarettes curls slowly
away and floats above their heads, they seem so alive, so full of life, so beautiful, that they
remind me of mama and her friends, and how they used to laugh and be happy.

The street my hotel is on doesn’t have a name, just a number. Someone once told me there are
too many streets in Tokyo to give them all names. And he said that a long time ago Tokyo was
covered with rice fields, and even as the city grew and grew, some farmers wouldn’t sell their



land. Buildings and streets and sub-divisions had to be built around the fields. I guess that’s why
the city seems so confused and the streets are like giant mazes.

On my eighth birthday, mama sent me down to the market by myself for the first time. As a
child I loved to visit the market, especially the vegetable stand. Mama called it the rainbow store
because of all of the wonderful colors. The fish stand had such a terrible smell and it always
seemed as if the fish, lying there in ice, were still alive. Their eyes seemed to follow me. But, I
especially loved going to the market because when we went we always visited oji-san. He wasn’t
really my uncle, but he was always nice to me and mama and treated us like family. I stopped by
his house to let him know I was now old enough to go to the market by myself. He congratulated
me and we celebrated with rice cakes. He even let me have a sip of sake. He laughed at the face I
made. I laughed with him. On any other day I would have wanted to staysu with him as long as I
could, but today was different. As I left, he bowed low and wished me a very happy birthday.

The sake left me feeling warm and comfortable. The money in my pocket made me feel
grownup. But soon after I left oji-san’s house, I saw some kids from my neighborhood. I walked
fast, hoping they wouldn’t see me. Their laughter echoed behind me and without looking I knew
they were coming. I started running with all my might, hoping that if I ran fast enough I would
lose them and still be able to make it to the market. But they kept coming, and the things they
hollered came at me faster than I could run. Each threat and each name they called me rushed up
and hit me hard from behind. It was my birthday, my special day. Every time I turned a corner I
prayed I had lost them. But they kept coming. The streets turned strange. My legs grew weak.
Finally I stopped. I had to. I was lost and I was exhausted. I didn’t care anymore if they caught
me. I tried not to cry as I waited for them to catch up. I was eight years old and no one had ever
hit me before.

It was a long time before mama and I talked about that day. When we finally did, mama told
me how I was crying so hard when she found me, and how I didn’t recognize her because it was
dark, and how, when she tried to pick me up I kept hitting her and kicking her, all the while
crying out her name. After we were done talking, mama hugged me hard and told me how sorry
she was over and over, Gomenasai, gomenasai…. That was the only time I ever saw mama cry.

Like I said, the street my hotel is on doesn’t have a name because the city didn’t give it one.
But the pretty girls from my hotel have their own name for it. They call it Whisper Alley. I
always thought it was such a beautiful name, but I never knew why they called it that.

One evening the girls seemed in a particularly good mood and were sharing their smiles with
everyone. As I was leaving for the night, I asked them what the name meant. I was answered by
one of the prettiest girls, the one who reminded me the most of mama. She explained that at
night, when everything is still, when the only thing to be heard is the humming of the neon signs,
when no one is out but the lonely people, words must be spoken ever so quietly, in a whisper, so
as not to awaken the sleeping children from their sweet and innocent dreams.
 



★

AISLES

 
 
Samantha inched her way toward the cashier. The large clock mounted above the Instant Lotto
machine read 4:50 p.m. She counted six people in front of her, five women and one man, each
with a full cart, and estimated she would be twenty minutes too late for Dean. Thoughts of her
husband sitting at home in his chair made her long for the days before his retirement, for the days
when she didn’t have to worry about not meeting his expectations until he came home from work
in the evenings. Her days were bearable then, back when he worked and her children still lived at
home. At least when she was a full-time mother, she had people who depended on her and who
appreciated her for nurturing that dependence. At least when he worked, she didn’t have to see
and feel him sitting around all day waiting for her to screw something up.

She felt depressed – that was normal. Yet, she also felt as if there were something near her,
around her, as if there were a presence, or a force, encouraging her forward, guiding her into and
through each next step. Yet, even though she longed to take that step, and all the successive steps
afterwards that would be required to get her to wherever it was she longed to go, she was
contained within the aisle, unable to go anywhere except where the line of people in front of her,
a line moving like a slow-motion funeral procession, the mounds of groceries in each of the carts
looking like freshly laid graves, would allow her to go.

She sighed and looked down at the goods buried within her own grave-like mound of a
shopping cart. Where were the sugar-coated cereals? The fruit-flavored popsicles? When did she
start buying fat-free rice cakes? Fast-acting Metamucil?

To take her mind off her own life, if only for a moment, she looked up and down the aisles to
observe the faults of other women standing in similar places in line as she. She ignored those
few, the anomalies that they were, with the neatly combed hair, with the perfect skin, with the
carefree, confident attitudes who were too engrossed in their own perfect little world to ever
notice her suffering within hers.

She focused instead on those who looked to be less carefree, less confident. It was they with
whom she felt connected; it was they within whom she saw bits and pieces of herself, with their
looks of dishevelment and who seemed focused only on surviving through their present burden.
Some looked almost as if they were near panic; others, as if a low flame of desperation burned
cold and steady within each of their charred and forgotten hearts. Large, bumpy backsides were
stuffed impossibly into irrepressible yoga pants. Loose skin hung and swayed off the backs of
arms like tattered flags of surrender.

She saw a young mother, overwhelmed with responsibility, stifle a scream as one child whined
for candy and a newborn squirmed and wailed in her arms. Her heart ached as she remembered
how tough those days were, remembering how she had to do all the shopping, all the cooking, all
the cleaning, all while having at least one child attached somewhere to her body. She was certain
her husband had never once been in a grocery store, let alone take his children shopping in one.
She had fun for a few minutes imagining him changing a dirty diaper until an old, withered
woman shuffled by and silenced her thoughts.



The line in front of her moved only slightly, but enough to bring her back from being lost,
trapped within the path of her impending future. She shuffled forward a few steps to keep in step
with the line.

She noticed a woman three aisles over who seemed lost, separated from her surroundings. A
chill crept through her and made her tremble from how much suffering she saw on the woman’s
face. She wanted to abandon her place in the aisle and rush over to the woman, to talk to her, to
tell her she understood her pain, her suffering. She had to refrain herself from shouting out, from
waving her hands in an effort to capture the woman’s attention. She wanted desperately to
communicate to her that she understood her pain, that she suffered with her in solidarity, and
that, together they could look deep within each other’s anguish and sift through it until they
found from where it grew. Then they would understand. Then, together, they could rip it out by
its thick and tangled roots to experience freedom from it for the first time since it sprouted so
long ago.

She looked away then, knowing in fact that her pain wasn’t the woman’s pain, and that neither
could ever truly understand the other’s suffering. She couldn’t even understand her own. And
even if she could, she knew all the understanding in the world could not diminish the misery
caused by a lifetime of accumulated regrets. She let out a routine sigh, took one step closer to the
register, and stood looking straight ahead at the clock above the Instant Lotto machine. Waiting.

Her front door swung open. The outside security light refracted its way in and shined weakly
on her back. Distorted shadows darted out before her. A bag of groceries was in each arm, a
purse was slung over her left shoulder, and a key ring dangled from her fingertips. She stood in
the doorway and wondered how she could make it to the bathroom without being seen. He hated
it when she cried and acted as if she did it for no other reason than to irritate him. She knew he
would notice immediately her red, puffy eyes and tear-streaked makeup and pounce on her, like
a cat attacking a lame sparrow. Her nerves were frayed, unconnected. She no longer had the
energy to support herself through his daily confrontations. A bag slipped in her arm and sent a
slight disturbance throughout the silent house.

“Sam?” The voice from the den barely reached her.
Was that Dean? Her throat thickened, making it difficult to breathe. She swallowed hard,

hoping to open a passage for air. His voice sounded so distant, so strange that she forgot her
own internal conflict.

“Yes, Dean. It’s me. Are you okay?” She made her way through the dark house and set the
bags down on the counter in the kitchen. She flicked on a light as she strode through the dining
room. Its brightness hurt her eyes. She walked slowly down the hall and stopped in the doorway
of the den. Light spilled into it from the hallway and wrapped her husband in a shadowy blanket.
His hands were covering his face. Her heart stopped. She had never seen him cry before.

She walked over to him and knelt beside his chair. “What’s wrong, honey?” she asked softly
as she placed a hand gently on his knee. She could not remember ever consoling him like this. He
removed his hands from his face, revealing swollen, red eyes and a complete look of despair. His
gray hair was disheveled, which made his appearance even more pathetic. The tiny fears that
usually accompanied her were gone, chased away by his weak sobs.

“Honey, I’m here. Please tell me what’s wrong so I can help you.”
Out the corner of her eye, she saw a pill bottle sitting on the stand next to his chair. She

started to reach for it, but he said something in mumbles, which left her hand suspended in mid-
air and she struggled interpret his disconnected jabber. She discovered another bottle, a bottle of



bourbon, lying empty on the floor.
“Dean, what on earth is going on?” she asked, trying to keep the panic from her voice. “My

goodness, I can’t remember the last time you drank…” She re-discovered the pill bottle and
picked it up from stand. Her name was on the prescription label. She looked back to her
husband. His double chin inflated grotesquely as his head sagged slowly to his chest.

“Would you like me to ring those up, ma’am?” the cashier asked without making any attempt
to keep the impatience from her voice.

Obediently, Samantha began removing the items from her cart, one by one: the milk… the
eggs… the low-fat cheese… the vitamins… everything she and Dean needed to sustain their
lives, their world. As fast as she set the goods down, the cashier picked them up, wrapped them
with a red laser-beam that tallied their worth, and packed them away for Samantha in white
plastic bag with a bright yellow, mocking smiley face on the outside with words underneath it
that read, Our Smiles are Complimentary.
 



★

EVEN LONELY ROADS PROVIDE NO REFUGE

 
 
The little white dog romped in the wild, dormant grass along the side of the road while the man
made a show of waiting impatiently for her, as if he were being kept from an important
engagement; though, when the dog popped back out onto the road and started making her
scattered, sniffing way forward again, the man’s slight smile belied this gruff show of his as he
kept a slow pace behind her, as if he were afraid to lose sight of her, as if she were some kind of
jubilant roaming compass upon which his direction was dependent.

The dog darted back into the grass and all the man could tell of her existence was her rustling
wake waving through the dried, graying growth. He growled at her to watch for ticks. She
popped back out onto the road and, once again free from the constraints of the wild, quickly
began motoring forward this way and that. He was able to take only three or four slow strides
before she caught another scent and was back, once again, into the grass, off on yet another hunt.

He stopped, growled something else at her, and then let his eyes fall on the expansive, bleak
view. Row upon row of severed stalks, some upright and blunt, others twisted and mangled, ran
all the way to the bottom of the hill. It seemed to him as if he were looking down upon an
abandoned, rotting cemetery. An unseen sun was setting behind cold clouds that threatened the
coming of snow. A chill overtook him and he tugged on the already tightened coat zipper. The
old, puppy-happy dog, still frantic with scent, did not notice the car as it approached.

The man did and he watched in silence as it slowed and then stopped alongside him. The
window came down and he was taken aback somewhat, if not more, when the driver said in a
sand-scraping voice, “Shouldn’t you have that little puppy of yours on a leash?”

It took him several seconds before he could fully comprehend what had been said. The words,
at first, didn’t make any sense to him. Then he looked down hard at the woman. He was unable
to make out her age, her dyed hair was that red. Plus, her hair was just about all he could make
out of her. That, and the knotty, wrinkled hands that seemed to be at the extent of their reach as
they gripped the steering wheel. How could she see the road to drive when it seemed she
couldn’t even see over the dashboard, he wondered.

“Excuse me?” he growled in earnest.
“I’ve seen you out walking with your little puppy before, you know. She’s so tiny. Aren’t you

afraid a little thing like that might get hit by a passing car?”
He looked down at the oblivious dog and calculated that she was an easy three feet off the

road. He then slowly, intentionally, looked up and down the lifeless, windswept road. Finally, he
looked back down on the woman and a sudden rush of who he used to be came over him. He
tried unsuccessfully to keep his hands from tightening into hard, hammering fists. He took a step
closer toward the open window.

The dog popped back out onto the road and looked up in panting anticipation at the man, her
thirsty tongue bobbing up and down in time with her wagging tail.

The man knew exactly what the old dog wanted. He relaxed and bent down and scooped her
up with gentle, protective hands.



It seemed as if he didn’t hear the woman when she asked again, this time in an even more
urgent, condescending tone, “Shouldn’t you at least have her on a leash?”

He just turned and made a slow way back in the direction from which he and his old
companion had come. His growling response, if there was one, was lost within the cold hum of
the snow-scented headwind.
 



★

THE SOPHISTRY OF NOW

 
 
He was often troubled (their word, not his) by unconstrained and unaccountable lapses in time:
reality would, without notice, fade away from him without the slightest tipping of the hat or
bidding of adieu; and then, as stealthily as it had departed, it would just as unstealthily return,
snapping into focus before him looking like a crazy beautiful melodramatic John Currin
landscape (if he were to do landscapes). If he didn’t make a concerted effort as soon as he
realized it had returned, wherever it had gone, wherever he had been taken, it would quickly sink
beneath the horizon of his awareness and be forever lost within the ether of lost dreams.

He was relatively young, especially compared to those who more and more each day are
seemingly living longer and longer and whom those TV morning things tend to exuberantly
highlight, so it couldn’t possibly be due to any age-related withering of gray matter; though, of
course, never being able to truly account for the synergistic effects of the foods and the
medications and the environmental pollutants and all the other unknowns he had consumed or
had been inadvertently, and possibly even advertently (why is that not a real word?), exposed to,
it possibly could. Or maybe the Currin was where it went...
 



★

LEGACY

 
 
The father placed the tray over his son’s lap.

“Dad, how come you never ask me about the war?”
The father sat down blatantly in his chair. He found the remote and pointed it at his son’s

missing legs. “All the answers are right there.”
The son picked up the sandwich, held it before his mouth, and then set it back down on the

paper plate. “You do know there are heroes over there dying trying to defend us, right dad?”
The father sighed and began surfing through the channels. “I have nothing over there that

needs defending.”
The son pushed himself up by his elbows. One of his stumps jerked upwards and unsettled the

tray. “Unbelievable. Most fathers would think their son is a hero if—”
“We don’t have to do this, you know.” The father stood up, walked over to his son, and

reached down for the tray. “If you’re not hungry I’ll—”
“Leave it!” the son said, grabbing the tray and spilling its contents onto his lap.
The father turned and walked toward the door.

“That’s it. Go ahead and run away. Run away on your perfect fucking pair of legs.”
The father stopped. Without turning around he said, “Son, just because someone happens to

get killed in battle, or happens to drive over an IED and get his legs blown off, doesn’t
automatically make him a hero in my book.”

“Really? Well then, dad, what does it take to make a hero in your book? Sitting around and
getting high all day and arguing with the television? Singing protest songs? Carrying
dangerously worded signs?”

The father took a step toward the door and then, again, stopped. “Tell me, son. If I think a
certain war is immoral to begin with, then what am I supposed to think about the person who
volunteers to fight in that war?”

The son didn’t answer, he just stared down at the mess in his lap as his father left the room.
 



★

ONLY IN THE MOVIES

 
 
What a bunch of nonsense.

He sighed and looked at his watch: easily another thirty minutes of torture remained. If the
score hadn’t been so loud at least he’d be able to nap discreetly until it was finally over. He
looked down at his date: she had curled herself up in her seat and was holding tightly onto his
arm, using it as a shield whenever a scene became too unbearable for her to watch.

He looked back to the screen: what garbage. Look at that idiot going into the house like that
knowing what he knows. Like someone would really do that.

He sighed again and wondered how someone whom he had met in the library’s science
section, among all the physics books, no less, and who had seemed to him to be so rational and
perceptive and…smart, could, firstly, choose such nonsense for their inaugural date and,
secondly, enjoy the nonsense as much as she seemed to be enjoying it.

There came a sudden scream from the screen, then, near-simultaneously, came a scream from
his date, and then, finally, from within his own head came the loudest scream of all as a self-
chastisement for killing off so many of his own brain cells with such nonsense.
 

★

 
 
The car came to a stop in front of a lonely, darkened house. She put the transmission into park
and pressed the button to kill the already silent engine.

He sighed.
She looked at him with a seductive smile and said, “So, didn’t you say something about having

the house all to yourself this weekend?”
“Did I?” he said brusquely.
“Yes, you did,” she replied. She placed her hand lightly on his thigh and leaned across him to

look out his window. “Your house looks so dark and lonely. Maybe I better come in with you so
you don’t, you know, get scared in there all by yourself.”

He scoffed and opened the door. “Look, thanks for such a…well…interesting evening. But
I’m a little tired so, perhaps it’s best that we just say goodnight here.” Without waiting for her to
reply, he got out of the car, gave her another quick thanks, and then closed the door.

She watched incredulously as her date walked toward the empty house. As she sat there in the
driver’s seat trying to figure out what had just happened, she noticed the silhouette of a rather
large person in the second-floor window looking down on the scene below.

She was certain her date had said that his roommates were going to be gone for the weekend.
She looked back up at the window. Still, someone was in the house.

Both she and the large silhouette watched as her date unlocked the front door, stepped inside
the house, and closed the door behind him. She waited, expecting a light to be turned on, but the
house remained dark.



She looked up at the window. The silhouette was gone.
Was that a scream?
Goosebumps, hardly having subsided after the haunting movie, returned with a chill.
Yes, that was definitely a scream, she concluded as she pressed the starter button. The engine

softly came back to life and then went silent as she quickly, but resolutely, drove away from her
disappointed date’s lonely and darkened house.
 



★

THE ANGEL IN THE CRACKED MIRROR

 
 
It’s hard not to be aware of a crack in the mirror; just as it’s equally hard not to recall how the
crack came into being each time the crack is noticed. Yet, as distractive as both the crack and the
cause of its infliction were, she didn’t mind. She much rather preferred to have cause to be
distracted by the crack and the sad story it had to tell than have to constantly be made aware of
what it was the mirror actually was insistent upon revealing to her each time she stood before it.

The crack, initially not much to notice, began at the bottom left corner of the mirror – your
standard medicine cabinet mirror (nothing fancy) – and extended upward and diagonally toward
the center, and, for the time being, stopped its ascent right where the left corner of her mouth
appeared whenever she had cause, or took pause, to look at herself in the mirror.

Awareness is a tricky thing: She was obviously aware of what was found in the mirror – the
crack, her reflection, and all the sad stories they both had to tell – but she was not aware of her
awareness. While, because of the larger mirror that was set over the sink behind her she was
aware of the infinitely expanding reflections of herself in the cracked mirror, she was not yet
aware of all that she saw. As a result, she did not see her infinitely expanding universal self: an
expanding awareness of everything there is to know; an expanding awareness of everything that
is not known; an expanding awareness of everything that is unknowable.

Everything was revealed for her in that cracked mirror and she saw it all for herself; yet, still,
she remained unaware that she was aware, preferring, instead, to let her self be distracted by the
crack and the sad story it had to tell.
 



★

THE FIX

 
 
Holy shit stains! Hey Dickey, is that a fucking foot floating towards us?”

Petty Officer Dickerson panned the barrel of the mounted .50 caliber machine gun he was
manning in the direction of the security patrol’s pointing finger. He pushed his dark sunglasses
up to his forehead and squinted hard as he peered through the severe metallic glare shining off
the stewing and steaming harbor. Once a fix was made on the floating object in question, he
slapped his sunglasses back into place.

“Better report it,” he said to the patrol.
 
 

★

 
 
Attention on deck was called. Lieutenant Commander Henry Sterner rose from leaning on the
rail and locked himself straight.

“Where is it?” the commanding officer demanded as he walked out onto the bridge wing.
The lieutenant commander pointed a thumb over his shoulder. “Straight down, captain.”
The commanding officer looked over the side of the ship and quickly confirmed his executive

officer’s report. “What kind of fucking place is this shit hole, Hank?”
The lieutenant commander didn’t answer. Instead, his mind involuntarily conjured up a recent

news story about a bloated, one-month-old baby that was fished out of the Hudson.
“Fuck if I know,” the commanding officer said in answer to his own question. He then turned

and walked off the bridge wing.
The lieutenant commander followed his superior officer into and through the pilothouse –

junior officers parted before them like the nearby biblical sea once parted for a holy man – and
out onto the port bridge wing.

The captain leaned over the side and looked aft. “What in the fuck is taking so long, Hank?”
“Port Authority has its head up its ass as usual, sir,” the lieutenant commander answered as he

positioned himself alongside the commanding officer. Below, three dark-skinned men, moist and
shiny, leaned casually against various pipes and equipment on an ancient refueling barge. On the
ship, sailors scurried everywhere like caffeinated ants, bellowing and conveying and carrying out
their precise and practiced orders. “But the Officer of the Deck did just report that we should be
topped off within two hours. It’s a good flow rate.”

The commanding officer let out a deep sigh in response.
“We should have this place in our rearview mirror no later than 1400, sir.”
“What do you say we push real hard for no later than 1300 instead? You know how these stops

for fuel creep me out.”
“Our force protection’s tight, sir.”
Both officers couldn’t help but think about the USS Cole, and all the death and injury and



destruction that resulted from when the crew of that warship had mistakenly assumed its force
protection was “tight.”

“Yeah Hank, I know. I know it is.”
The commanding officer reached into his back pocket and pulled out a handkerchief. He began

wiping sweat off his face and neck.
“What about the plastics?”
“The Husbanding Agent said he’d have a trash crew out to us within the hour. We’ll have it all

off loaded well before we’re done refueling.”
“Good. The faster we get the hell out of here and back to hunting pirates the better. They

coming out with another barge?”
“Negative. We were told it would be a skiff, sir.”
The commanding officer nodded his head in approval as he leaned on the rail and tracked the

work below.
In the distance, a discordant parade of boats and other vessels large and small made their way

through the crowded harbor, a harbor crowded even more than usual due to the traffic flow
restrictions put in place to meet the warship’s security requirements.

“So, what do you want us to do about the foot, sir?”
“You see all those crazy looking dhows out there, Hank?” the commanding officer asked

without taking his eyes off the activity below him. “I tell you, it’s as if somehow we warped back
into the Dark Ages.”

The lieutenant commander looked out across the water and focused in on one of the many
dhows making its way through the harbor. Its wooden hull was long and its beam narrow. Its
single lateen sail was full, even with the slack wind. Its two-man crew looked like haunting,
seafaring wraiths through the heat rays shimmering off the water.

“The good old Dark Ages. Back when men were made out of iron and ships were made out of
wood, right sir?” The lieutenant commander immediately regretted his attempt at humor.

The captain looked at his subordinate and smiled. “You know, XO, these days it would be
better for your career if you were to stop using the word ‘men’ and replace it with a less sexist
word like, oh I don't know, ‘sailors,’ perhaps.”

The lieutenant commander looked over his shoulder at the watch team manning the pilothouse.
Of the three, two were female. He chuckled and said, "Yes, sir.” Then his smile faded. “But what
about the foot, boss?”

The commanding officer looked confused. “The foot?”
“The one floating off our starboard bow. Shall we notify Port Authority?”
“Port Autho— For some foot? Fuck no, Hank,” the commanding officer said as he began

marching back toward the starboard bridge wing. “The last thing I want is those idiots out here
jerking us around over some goddamn raggedy ass sweaty pirate’s missing foot. Call those
assholes and it’s guaranteed we’re stuck here all day.” He leaned over the starboard bridge wing
and located the floating body part. “Hell, could even turn into an international incident.”

“Roger that, sir.”
There was silence as the lieutenant commander watched his commanding officer stare down at

the foot.
“Goddamn it, what is it Hank?”
“Well sir, I was just thinking. What do you say I discreetly call a ship-wide muster to, well,

you know, just in case?”



The commanding officer looked back at his executive officer. “You know damn well that foot
isn’t one of ours, Hank.” He let out a short, sardonic laugh and then said, “But sure, go ahead.
Go ahead, XO, and call muster. But I tell you what, if that goddamned Husbanding Agent gets
wind of it and we end up in this shit hole for one extra minute because of that goddamned foot,
it's your ass.”

“Aye, aye, sir,” the lieutenant commander said as he dismissed himself from the bridge wing.
The commanding officer called out before his executive officer could exit the pilothouse.

“XO!”
Lieutenant Commander Sterner made his way back to the bridge wing and stuck his head

through the open hatch. “Sir?”
“You’re right, Hank,” the commanding officer said as he stared down at the foot lapping

against the side of the ship. “You’re right, goddamn it, and we both know it.” He stood up and
turned toward the executive officer. “Go ahead and notify Port Authority about the goddamned
foot floating off our goddamned starboard bow.”

“Yes sir.”
“And get a message out to the goddamned admiral and let him know about the goddamned

foot, too.”
“Aye, aye, sir.”

 
★

 
In the distance, off the destroyer’s port side, a small skiff powered by three oversized outboard
motors, broke clear from the restricted flow of traffic and sped directly toward the ship – and the
barge full of JP-5 fuel that lay alongside it.
 
 

★

 
The Officer of the Deck passed an urgent word over the 1MC that a possible hostile craft was
inbound at high speed on the port side. The security action team was ordered to load their
weapons and to standby for firing orders. All roving security patrols were to report to the
quarterdeck on the double. The picket boat crew was to launch away. The urgent, ship-wide
announcement was followed immediately by the sounding of the alarm for general quarters.
Sailors raced to their battle stations. Material Condition Zebra, the most water-tight, battle-ready
condition possible for a ship, was set.

On the refueling barge, two of the men, immediately comprehending the situation onboard the
ship, jumped into the oil-filmed water and began swimming for their lives; the third man began
screaming up to the sailors in an unintelligible language distorted from confusion and fear.

As Petty Officer Dickerson loaded the ammunition into his machine gun, he had to fight hard
to suppress the desire to abandon his position on the starboard side so that he could take up a
fortifying position on the port side. But even though the desire was strong, he knew he wouldn’t
give in to it. He couldn’t. It wasn’t proper procedure. To reinforce what he already knew so well
due to the constant repetition of instruction and drill, the commanding officer, himself, got on the
1MC and ordered all starboard-side security stations to maintain their current posture. While the
known threat was fixed on the port side, everyone had to remain vigilant for any possible
additional threats.



Petty Officer Dickerson would not allow himself to look over his shoulder to the port side
where the action was. He focused his concentration and kept watch for anything out of the
ordinary within his line of site. He scanned and rescanned the waters off the starboard side, his
side, the side where the hazy hot harbor opened to the wide expanse of the sea, the wide, empty
expanse of no threats, of no action to be found anywhere. He could hear all the guns being
loaded and cocked and readied on the port side. He could hear the excited voices of his
shipmates as they prepared themselves for combat. He continued to keep watch on the waters off
the starboard side as the anticipation of battle on the port side blossomed like a mushroom cloud.
He concentrated harder. Sweat ran down his face and into his eyes, burning them. His vision
blurred. He heard the Officer of the Deck holler up to the commanding officer on the bridge
wing to tell him that all battle stations were manned and ready. He pushed his sunglasses up to
his forehead and wiped the sweat from his eyes with the back of his sweaty hands. Blurry-eyed,
he scanned the waters. Something was out there. He swung his machine gun away from him and
rushed over to the side of the ship.

The commanding officer was back on the 1MC; his voice boomed with authority. He
authorized weapons free and ordered all port-side security details to commence firing on the
inbound hostile target once it entered each weapon’s effective kill zone. He then ordered the rest
of the crew to brace for shock and for the medical team and all damage control parties to be
prepared to respond should there be casualties and damage.

Kill zones were violated. The respondent fury from the port-side’s arsenal of countless M9
pistols, eleven M16 rifles, seven shotguns, two M60 machine guns, one .50 caliber machine gun,
and one M79 grenade launcher was unrelenting. The noise – the soundtrack of battle – was
deafening, numbing, apocalyptic.

Lost amidst it all, all the noise, all the fury, all the thumping port side hearts bursting with
desperate yet heroic fortitude, was Petty Officer Dickerson, his eyes afire like a mounted god of
war, screaming like a madman, firing round after round from his .50 caliber machine gun at the
swollen severed foot floating off the destroyer’s starboard side, the side where the hazy hot
harbor opened to the wide, empty expanse of the indifferent, sun-beaten sea.
 



 
★

THE MOMENT BEFORE HE REALIZED HE WAS HAPPY

 
 
Even the day seemed depressed: Clouds, swollen, heavy, and low, cried and cried their raindrop
tears. Though he wished he could, and though he certainly felt as if he should, he did not cry in
solidarity with the clouds. The clouds cried alone and for reasons which he did not understand,
and for reasons which he did not contemplate; for he had his own reasons for which he wanted to
cry and for which he spent a considerable amount of time contemplating.

But the day wasn’t really depressed. Intellectually, he knew that as a matter of fact; however,
as a matter of feeling, he couldn’t help but think that because of his own sadness, the day, too,
was sad. He thought, couldn’t we, by the sheer force of our moods, affect the environment
around us? If our brainwaves are electric, then surely our electric thoughts must do something to
that, and those, around us, right?

He scoffed softly at that thought, knowing as a matter of fact that it was impossible for his
thinking to affect the weather.

He tried to remember whether he was sad before the day turned dreary or whether the day
turned dreary before he became sad. As he pondered the order of the day’s depression, the clouds
suddenly broke and a sharp beam of sunlight sliced its way through all the grayness and found its
way through his window, turning his room into a brilliant denizen of light. The change in the
room from gloom to glow was drastic and forced his eyes into a tight, reactive squint, which, in
turn, forced the corners of his mouth upwards into an unsuspecting smile.
 



★

THE PHILOSOPHY OF TAKING OFF

 
 
To her, as she arrived and it arched achingly before her, the airport was an island of lost hope. It
was this to her, even as she knew it was just the opposite to others. To them it was an island
of...what? Found hope?

No. It wasn’t just found. Hope. It was... To them it was... It was where it soared to new
heights. It was where hope took flight and beckoned rainbows to follow. It was...

No. It wasn’t that either.
Fuck it. It didn’t matter.
It didn’t matter and it wasn’t the airport’s fault that all she ever wanted from life no longer

wanted her. Ever. And it wasn’t the fault of all she ever wanted from life either. This she knew
now. That she made it impossible for anyone to want her. She was impossible.

Hope was impossible.
She exited the taxi and paid the driver – taxis were even more hopeless than airports.

Everything about a taxi and the necessity for them was hopeless. The necessity to have to pay a
stranger to drive you away from where you were and to drive you to where you wanted to be, or
to where you should be, or to where you weren’t – it was all so hopeless.

What did it matter?
One of the plastic wheels – the left one – clicked madly – like a mad, tuneless metronome – as

she wheeled her hopeless overnight bag across the smooth, cold floor of the departure terminal.
Of the terminal devoid of crowds. Of an empty terminal devoid of the mad rush toward its
destination.

Destiny.
She was in no rush, she devoid of hope. And as much as she unconsciously, and then

consciously, tried not to – any semblance of order and tempo was the last thing her miserable
beating heart wanted right then – she couldn’t help herself from allowing his steps to fall in time
with the mad clicking of the wheel.

Order, as destructive as it may be, always forms from the purity of chaos. The purity of hope.
What is an airport if it is not filled with people – humans. Humans mad to get where they’re

going? Mad to be on their way?
Mad.
An airport without its mad rush of mad humans is hopeless, that’s what it is – an airport

devoid of humans is devoid of destination. Of destiny. Of hope.
She checked in. She cleared security. She bought her coffee. She did all this all without any

wait. Without any madness. Worry. Without once having to look at her watch in an effort to
show the ticket agent, the TSA agent, the coffee agent, that her transactions with them at the
present were a hindrance to her future destination. Her future destiny. Her future without hope.

She made it there, to her departure gate, early and alone, not even the last-chance ticket agent
had yet arrived. She pulled out earbuds from her pocket as she descended heavily, hopelessly,
into the empty chair in the empty waiting area at her empty departure gate. Terminal.



Alone.
She plugged the earbuds into her phone and scanned her music app for something fitting to

listen to for such a hopeless occasion.
Nothing fit. It was hopeless. She unplugged the earbuds from the phone and stuffed them back

into her pocket. Instead of music filling her ears, she just sat in silence and stared at the phone.
As if it had all the answers. Not that it did – she knew it didn’t. But still, she stared. And she
hoped. Without hope.

Silence.
The departure gate was quiet. For a departure gate. Without listening, she listened to its silent

beats. Rhythmic whirs. Sighs. Without hearing, she heard. The phone stared at her. As if it were
waiting to be obeyed.

Behind her, in the silent and darkened book store, the books and the magazines were in place
and in obedience to their purpose. In silence, shelved, stacked, displayed, they waited and they
lured. Offering their seductive promise for escape. For flight. For freedom. For the mad mass of
a distracted humanity, with them came a welcomed distraction.

The silence was broken firstly by the ticket agent’s sudden appearance and stealth transition
into busy preparations for the boarding process. And it was broken secondly by rapidly
approaching clicks of heels on the smooth, cold floor of the terminal. With the breaking of the
silence, the phone lost its power over her; but, she still didn’t unlock her stare from it. She used
the phone now as a cover, as a crutch, as a way to keep herself from turning in her seat to see
who was approaching. Who the sound of heels clicking on the smooth, cold terminal floor
belonged to.

Without thinking, this is what she thought: The phone, devoid of its power, was a distraction
for her now. Its blank screen, black, was nothing more than a mirror now. Her face staring back
at her from within it. Reflecting all the hopelessness from within her.

The ticket agent cleared his throat. Time to board the empty terminal. The heels were close
and her desire to turn to their call was unbearable to resist. Physical. Enrapturing. Like the song
of the Pied Piper.

She the smitten rat.
But she didn’t turn. She focused on her reflection in the phone and found the strength that kept

her from turning to discover who was in those shoes that had those heels that clicked in such a
way. For this she could find the strength to resist. To not follow that urge. As strong as it was. As
strong as it has ever been. To resist and to not drown in that river of seduction. Like the rat that
she was.

But it didn’t matter now.
It did, but her row had been called. And, yet, still she sat. Staring at her phone. Her reflection.

She sat and stared and wondered without wondering whether she would rise to the occasion, as
hopeless as it was, and board the flight. Empty. Alone. Or, would she just stay where she was
and, with newfound strength, continue to resist the lure, the urge, the echo of seduction, the rat-
like reason to turn and to just look back?
 



 
★

PILLOWS

 
 
I wake up sore. My neck muscles feeling as if they had petrified overnight; my tongue as if I had
sucked down a bottle of glue and chased it with a swath of leather. Too many hits, I assume.
Enriqua is not in her usual position: right arm draping across her eyes; mouth hanging open; legs
wrapping around a childhood pillow. When I see her sleep, I feel slightly sad, she looking as if
she is frozen within a tormenting nightmare.

I don’t feel Sartre, our overfed Persian, entwined between my feet, either. I peek at the clock.
It reads 5:47. The sun has barely scratched the horizon as I scratch and wonder in a half-sleep
where everyone had gone.

Enriqua’s other pillow lay next to my head. An impression of her last moments in bed are
molded into it. Seeing her impression there next to my head lying like an empty shell makes me
feel completely alone. Her scent lingers, and I breathe it in. I close my eyes and begin to imagine
her next to me. She lies motionless in my mind. I pull her pillow to my face and begin to breathe
in deeply what she had left behind.

With a stretch, I sprawl myself across the bed, grateful for its emptiness. I find her childhood
pillow and pull it into me with my knees. I notice it feels slightly damp and wipe my eyes to
examine it closer. My heart races to my throat. My head spins. The pillow is covered with a
rusty-colored bloodstain.

I have never felt so awake in my life, yet, I have to ask myself, Am I awake?
I race down endless stairs. My head aches. Pain stabs at my neck. What happened to her? I try

to squeeze away negative thoughts. How could she have bled so much right next to me and I not
have known about it? Doors fly open as I search from room to empty room. How could she have
slipped away from me bleeding so and I not have known about it? On the front porch, her
favorite chair rocks silently with the pink morning breeze. She always crawls over me in a hug to
get out of bed.

She isn’t in the house.
I find myself in the kitchen, standing at the sink, cold water running over my head. A stream

forms and runs off my forehead and falls down before my eyes. I lift my head slightly and the
stream reverses course to run down the back of my head and around the back of my neck and
over the shards of glass stuck deep within the muscles.

The half shell pillow-image returns and, with it, so does a pain different from the one tearing
through the back of my neck: a churning boil within my gut. Air bubbles in the water create
dramatic explosions in my ears. My tee-shirt soaks through from the water running down my
back.

We had been so happy lately. She had been so beautiful. We had connected and put our past
mistakes and grievances behind us. No more lies. No more secrets. Our relationship hadn’t
always been like that, though. It had been ugly. She had been ugly. I had been ugly. We had
ended it and started over so many times, always vowing to never let it, us, to get that ugly again.



But we always did. We lived within a cycle of destruction and construction. Life and death
fantasies: tragic suicides; fateful car crashes; dislocating from society to live nomadically in an
impenetrable forest or insurmountable mountain range. Now, regrets over our past and what I
might never have in the future flow through me.

Where is she?
I turn off the water. It hadn’t helped. It just makes me feel worse from washing away the dams

of self-repression. Old heartaches and emotions mix with new feelings of pain, fear, and guilt. I
feel water beads forming and moving down my head. Dripping. The drops explode like bombs
upon hitting the sink, minute water shrapnel spreads then reforms into streamlets that flow down
to the drain, down deep to where all the runoff takes on its rancid form.

I see her, finally, through the window above the sink, shimmering wraith-like at the edge of
the yard, kneeling where the tended grass meets the anarchy of the field. Her back is to me. Time
focuses intensely around her.

I make my way to her, slowly, to give all my rampant emotions time to slip back into their
darkened dens hidden deep within the depths of my unknown. I don’t know what she is doing. I
don’t care – she’s safe and even from behind she looks beautiful. That’s all that matters. She has
the answers and soon I will, too.

The dew is cool and sticky on my feet, reminding me that it’s still only morning. It seems as if
I have been awake for hours, days, eternity. When have I ever slept?

I pause in the middle of the garden. The smell of mustard hits my nose. I take several more
tentative steps. Fresh dirt is piled neatly in front of her. It glistens like universal stardust. A white
plastic bag lays incongruously off to her right. Sartre sits patiently, Buddha-like, to her left. And
then I see her shoulders are shaking as she picks up the bag. The bag takes the form of the
contents within it. The shaking of her shoulders grows stronger as she places the bag and its
contents into the hole, as she pulls the sparkling dirt back into the hole. The dirt, too, takes on the
form of the bag’s contents until she violently packs the dirt down hard, flattening the mound,
eliminating any impression that was ever there.

She turns to me. Her beautiful face has been transformed into a questioning mask of torture
and horror. Without a word, I know the new beginning we had created, the salvation we
desperately prayed for, had been taken from her, from us. Leaving us only with an indelible
impression of what might have been.
 



★

COMING — GONE

A Play in One Act
 
 
The stage is empty and dark, except for one thin, light shining directly on a bed. A woman and a
man are having sex. The woman is on top. The man is deeply involved. The woman seems bored,
impatient.
 
WOMAN  How is it? Are you almost there?
 
MAN   Almost there, babe…let’s just take our time. Yeah, that’s it. (His hands begin roaming
all over her body.) Jesus, you’re beautiful. Oh yeah…there. Nice and slow.
 
WOMAN  She slows her hips to a stop and she places her hands firmly on the man’s chest.
 
MAN   Don’t stop, babe. I’m just about ready to go.
 
WOMAN  (Sarcastically.) Yeah. Me, too.
 
MAN   Come on, then, babe. Start moving your ass.
 
WOMAN  No really. I am ready to go. I’m done. I’m going home.
 
MAN   (He grabs her hard by the waist and continues his rhythm.) What do you mean you’re
done? I’m ready to go. I told you. I’m just about—
 
WOMAN  I said… (She digs her nails deep into his chest and then pulls herself off him.) I’m
done!
 
MAN   (He slaps her hands away from his chest.) Hey! What the fuck! That hurts!
 
WOMAN  She rolls over to the side of the bed and swings her feet down. She looks around for
her panties.
 
MAN   (He looks down at the deep nail marks on his chest and then back at the woman.) What
the fuck is wrong with you, bitch?
 
WOMAN  She spots her panties on the floor and slides them to her with her foot.
 
MAN   (He sees he’s lost his erection, then scoots over to the woman and caresses her
shoulders.) Hey, babe. Talk to me. Are you okay? Did I hurt you?
 



WOMAN  She grabs the panties with her toes and then stands to put them on.
 
MAN   You’re fucking serious? I was seconds away from coming and now you’re getting
dressed? Jesus, who the hell do you think you are? Christ, the way you were acting at the club I
figured we’d be going at it all night long.
 
WOMAN  She collects the remaining articles of her clothing lying around on the floor and sets
them on the bed.
 
MAN   Oh, I get it. You’re such a slut that normal sex doesn’t turn you on anymore. I bet you’re
gonna go home and fire up the over-sized vibrator. Isn’t that right?
 
WOMAN  She then picks the bra out from the pile and puts it on, latching it in the front.
 
MAN   Or is it that I’m the wrong sex for you? Is that it, bitch? You some kind of dyke, or what?
 
WOMAN  She sits down on the edge of the bed and begins to pull her nylons on.
 
MAN   I bet you’re the kind of bitch who has a thing for her father. I bet you go out every night
looking for a man that reminds you of daddy, and when you don’t get fucked just right, just like
daddy used to do it, you lose interest in him as fast as you picked him up.
 
WOMAN  She slides her dress on and zips up the side. She then begins searching for her shoes.
One is under the bed.
 
MAN   He jumps out of bed and tries to stop her from grabbing the shoe from under the bed.
 
(It looks as if it might get violent between the two as they struggle on the floor until…)
 
WOMAN  She grabs hold of him by the balls and with a quick but forceful squeeze, let’s him
know that she could easily dig into them with her nails just like she did to his chest.
 
MAN   (His eyes grow wide from fear. He releases the woman.) Hey, look, hon. I’m sorry. (He
laughs awkwardly) I didn’t mean any of that shit. It’s just  that… well… (He scrambles to his
feet and lies back down on the bed.)
 
WOMAN  She grabs her shoes, stands back up, and slips them on. She then picks up her purse
off the floor and begins searching inside it.)
 
MAN   (Desperately.) Come on back to bed, won’t ya? Let’s finish what we started. Please. I’ll
do anything you want me to do. How do you like it? I’ll do anything you want.
 
WOMAN  She slips some money out from the wallet in the purse and sets it on the pillow. She
then turns and disappears into the darkness.
 
MAN   (He looks at the money incredulously, then begins screaming at the woman) You fucking
slut! If I ever see you again, I’m gonna finish what I started, you psycho bitch!



 
The lights fade while the man rants and paces naked near the bed in a frenzy.
 

End.
 



★

STAFANGR, 1994

 
 
This domkirke, sturdy, forbearing, the most ancient, filled him more with a Viking spirit – a
spirit he had always assumed possessed him whenever underway and in one of his romantic,
seafaring moods – than it did a Christian spirit for which it stood. St. Olaf’s, though, in all its
gothic overbearance and more than subtle trumpeting of its role in the spiritual conquest over the
pagan soul, had filled him only with melancholy. He flipped through the brochure and found an
English translation in the back. “This domkirke,” it read, “had a long, important history of….”
He lost the brochure’s dry words within his own fluid imagination’s translation. He saw a
domkirke with a history dripping with the tears of sacrifice and the blood of salvation; he saw a
domkirke of condemnation and of resurrection; he saw a domkirke that was nearly destroyed
again and again by both the corrosive nature of the elements and the corrosive nature of man and
his elemental desires, only to be saved, rebuilt, again and again by the benevolent nature of man
and his metaphysical desires.

He stood before the facade’s elaborate wooden door, contemplating its design, being
impressed by its presence. It was constructed just as it should be: ostentatious enough for kings,
eloquent enough for high-ranking clergy and others of the vested class, and intimidating enough
for everyone else, which included him. He returned the brochure to its stack found within an
elaborate wooden box setting atop a polished, wooden stand inside the doorway.

A man spoke to him. He shrugged his shoulders helplessly in response.
“Ah. An American,” the man said in English.
Yes, he said.
“Of the ships?” the foreign man said as he held the heavy door open and made way for him.
Yes, he said again, and then waved off the opened door.
Sightseeing, with all its unknown or misaligned or reshaped histories, or its profound

comparatives of this or its intriguing parallels to that, always exhausted him. Fortunately,
especially for his knee, the walk back to the harbor was down a slight hill. He reached the end of
the pathway and stepped onto the narrow, cobblestoned street that had led him to the cathedral.
Now that he had completed his one, obligatory stint as a tourist (a self-imposed, self-regulated
obligation), he was free to spend the rest of his time in port as a sailor (the hitch in his knee
caught and he had to stop to stretch it out), albeit an old and tired sailor.

Sailors, he always said, were like athletes, minus the opportunity for the riches and the fame,
of course: they both became old and outdated at a relatively young age. As he slowly made his
way down the street, it took a sharp turn and the North Sea with all its distant oil platforms broke
into view. He stopped. Another analogy came to mind: the sailor as a carbon-based fuel source.
He envisioned the sailor as an infinite flow of a crude, highly combustible fuel; a fuel extracted
with reckless abandon through the use of slick advertising and the promising, over-promising, of
unascertainable adventures and rewards; a fuel used, over-used, by the navy to empower its
insatiable, ever-expanding mission; a fuel that, when ignited, burned with such intensity and
immediacy that it burned out nearly as quickly as it was supplied. He shook his head as if he had



just walked into a spider web. That was a ridiculous exercise in self-pity, he thought. He had
been part of the machinery, dependent upon it, for far too long to start questioning its purpose
and method now. Regardless, he was old. He was an old, salty sailor, aged well beyond the
perishability date of his professional shelf life. Another ridiculous analogy, he thought as he
looked out upon the sea.

Clouds drew themselves over the winter sun, though it still shone faintly white through the
cold, gray shroud. A steely wind wound its way up the quiet street, bringing with it the smell of
Scandinavian snow. He flipped up the collar of his coat and then slid his hands deep into its
warm pockets. From where he stood, the oil platforms looked as if they were stalking the waters
like giant sea creatures. From a distance, all oil platforms looked like that to him, especially
those of the Persian Gulf. There, among all the supertankers and warships and skiffs and
oriental-looking dhows and floating balls of entwined, writhing sea snakes, the hulking platforms
shimmered and swayed within the mirage of heat rays radiating relentlessly off the volatile gulf’s
oil-slicked waters. He shivered and resumed his decent down the hill, thinking fondly of that
unbearable Persian Gulf heat.

Just as the harbor appeared from beneath the hill, an old man tucked within an old coat, sitting
in an old chair outside of an old book store, spoke to him. He shrugged his shoulders helplessly
in response.

The old man smiled. “Ah, American,” he said in English.
Yes, he said.
“A sailor of the ships,” the smiling old man said as he pointed a notched, chapped finger down

toward two massive warships overwhelming the small harbor.
Yes, he said.
The smiling old man flung the woolen blanket from his knees and fitfully rose from his chair.

He hooked the sailor by the arm and led him inside the store. Musty, heated air greeted them as
they entered. The dark, aged shop was lined with dark wooden shelves filled with dark leather
books. In the back, over the cash register, hung a picture; it was a black-and-white of the smiling
old man, presumably, as a smiling young man down at the harbor standing with two sailors,
American, presumably, in front of a warship from a bygone era. The sailor unconsciously shoved
his camera deeper into his coat’s pocket.
 
 

★

 
 
Down at the harbor, he stood before the massive warships, one of which he belonged to, and
watched the tourists – or the locals, probably both, but definitely not sailors – with their
marveled mouths hanging slack as they pointed and gesticulated in wonderment at the two,
presently friendly, gray-hazed maritime behemoths moored safely and securely to their
respective piers, silently and surely projected an uncontainable national power. Postcard perfect
multi-colored fairy tale buildings lined the harbor on either side of the ships. Cameras were
everywhere. His remained deep within its pocket.

He strolled around the square and studied the crowd. One of the first things he noticed was that
everyone seemed to be smoking. And it was not just your casual, stop-off-at-the-convenience-
store-and-pick-up-a-pack-of-smokes smoking; it was a completely involved smoking, a



bohemian, roll-your-own-cigarette smoking, a smoking-as-an-art-form smoking. Everywhere he
went tobacco was being rolled with precision and cigarette joints were being dragged upon with
seriousness – teenagers straddling public sculptures, mothers carrying recycled bags full of
groceries, fathers pedaling bicycles, grandmas and grandpas sitting on park benches, smoking
connoisseurs, all. Here within this smoker’s haven, he craved for the nicotine and yearned for his
Zippo.

He walked over to where the square met the water. It seemed as if he could reach out and
touch the ships they were that big, that close. He watched the water, black from the blanketed,
dusky sky, lap rhythmically against the bow of his ship. Its mooring lines creaked from the
imperceptible strain the water placed upon it. It wasn’t long before he began to feel his sea legs
again, but still he watched.

Of all his years in the navy (What, twenty-seven now? Twenty-eight? Doesn’t matter, it was
his final tour. He’ll know exactly how long he’s been in in a couple of years when he reaches
thirty and mandatory retirement kicks in.), this was his first Atlantic cruise. It was so strange.
Until this tour, he had always been a Pacific sailor, a Pac Man, so to speak. After graduating
from boot camp, he was detailed to Vietnam – a river patrol boat just like in the movies, but
different in many, many ways – by the choice of the navy. But for each successive tours of duty
after the war, or at least until this, his final tour, he was detailed to the Pacific by his own choice,
and mostly to ships homeported out of Japan – Yokosuka and Sasebo, mostly Yokosuka.
Whenever he was forced to take a shore assignment, he would take whatever opening was
available, just as long it was somewhere in the Pac; again, mostly naval stations in Japan (he was
grateful for Japan—it was Pac enough to make him feel at home, but westernized enough,
industrialized enough, to provide him with just enough of a sense of what he had left behind).
However, once he got lucky and received a choice shore assignment in the Philippines. He was
detailed there to work long hard hours at its humid hot Subic Bay shipyard.

That was one memorable celebration of a tour. Lungsod ng Olongapo, with its Magsaysay
Drive and its Gordon Avenue and its unmentionable after unmentionable after unmentionable
and, especially, its One For The Road, that shadowy cool home-away-from-home languorous
relief from the dusty hot sawed-off-shotgunned streets, where iced and dew-dripping-cold
magical San Miguel beer was always at the ready. Ever since the end of that idyllic Subic Bay
tour (idyllic in a seductive Dionysian Third World tropical paradise sense) and he was detailed to
other, less than idyllic places in the Pac, though places still true to his ideals, he had always
assumed that for his final duty station he would return to the Philippines so that he could retire
there and hoist his flag over some cozy bungalow castle on some cozy beach domain with a
couple of cozy young maidens who would spoil him like a king. But the Filipino’s burning
impatience with the American military presence and Mount Pinatubo’s burning eruption over all
of Luzon spoiled that burning fantasy. When his last tour ended, a carrier out of Yokosuka, the
navy told him it was time for him to come home, and detailed him back to the States for his final
tour.

Home. What was home to a sailor like him? It certainly wasn’t Norfolk, Virginia.
He didn’t notice the man and the woman as they walked up and stood next to him. The man

said something. Startled, he nearly lost his balance as he turned to see who had just spoken. The
man grabbed him by the elbow to steady him. When he had regained his composure and was
standing firm-footed again, he took measure of the couple. As were just about everyone else he
had seen, they were tall – the woman nearly as tall as the man, the man nearly as tall as he. He



nodded to the man and said thank you.
“Ah, you are an American,” the man said in English as he warmly slapped the sailor on the

shoulder. “Welcome to our beautiful city, my friend. Which ship is yours?”
He pointed.
The man’s eyes followed his finger out to the identified ship and said, “Amazing they can fit

into our small harbor, no?” He then went on to describe at length all the various classes of navy
ships from the various nations all over the world that have called upon his city’s port throughout
his lifetime.

The woman said, “Edvard, let us not forget about our dinner engagement.” She looked at the
sailor and smiled apologetically. The man, still foggy with warships, seemed not to understand
what she had said.

“Though,” she continued, “since you seem to have so much in common with our new friend,
with all your ships and your stories of the sea, why don’t we invite him to join us?” She again
looked at the sailor and smiled, this time without any apology. “That is, if he doesn’t already
have plans.”
 

★

 
In the Pac, he always had been thankful for his differences–his light hair, his light skin, his
height, his inability to speak the languages, for they always had seemed to be to his advantage.
And he had fancied himself, in some regards, as a sort of harmless, curious and carefree,
wandering Gulliver; in other regards, he fancied himself as a sort of raving and rampaging
Western-styled Godzilla, stalking among the not so innocent and timid natives in a frenzied
search for all that which it took to fulfill him. In both regards, he strategically, and often
tactically, evaded any attempts to be tied down or subdued. The Japanese had referred to the first
westerners to discover their island–the Portuguese, maybe?–as Southern Barbarians, as hairy,
smelly, canting, barbarous invaders. Yes. He certainly could accept that.

But Norfolk could not. Norfolk, or anywhere else in the States, with all of its industrialized
standards and supercilious, non-Pac-like pretensions, could not accept behavior like that, nor
could it accept him as who he really was, or at least, who he had become thanks to the navy.
After living overseas for so long, he had forgotten what culture shock felt like. After twenty-
eight or so years of living out his life as a foreigner, he had never felt so foreign until he had
been detailed back to the States. Its rapidity, its aggressiveness, its hugeness, literally scared him.
Rarely did he leave the confines of his ship, his new home. Even rarer was it for him to venture
off base.

As an American, or, more specifically, as a white American (essentially the same thing in the
Pac) growing up, he always had envied those with the good fortune to have had a colorful ethnic
bloodline or an exotic Mother Land to longingly pine for. In his whiteness, what did he have to
anchor himself to, or to draw his past from, other than a stripped out, strip-malled hometown, or
trumped up high school glory days (he never went to college), or professional sports teams? As
for sustenance, the melting pot from which his bland nourishment was drawn could only be
flavored by the ethnicity of other spicy cultures, without which he would have become anemic
and possibly even may have starved.

But here, here in this most foreign of foreign countries that he had ever visited, he had to admit
to himself that he kind of felt something special. He felt, not just that seafaring, Viking spirit he



always had assumed for himself, even before ever having arrived here, but a feeling of
belonging, a feeling of having a People, a feeling of finally having found his Mother Land.
Everyone looked like him, and many had assumed he was of them.

He sat with the man and the woman, with Edvard and Nikolina, as their guest in a cozy, smoky
pub, a pub looking just as it should: somewhat medieval with dark-wooded, raftered ceilings,
where everyone ate fish or beefsteaks and rolled tobacco and drank pints of beer, dark, potent,
warm and magical beer. Yes, he surely felt it. He felt it here, in this city, in a place just about as
far away from the Pacific as he could possibly be, among people, his People, who, with all their
oil-laden riches and sophisticated, clean, liberal standards, were just about as different from the
people of the Pacific as they possibly could be. Here, it was his similarities that were most
advantageous for him.

After their meal, Edvard smoked and drank and discussed the various delectable fishes that
were caught throughout the North Sea, and which were served by his city’s finest pubs and
restaurants. As he spoke, the sailor, belly-filled and comfortable, leaned back in his chair, and,
while sipping a rare pint, watched Nikolina as she carefully rolled a cigarette. Like everyone else,
she seemed to take the task very seriously, as if it were a secret, sacred process that had been
refined to perfection over the ages and handed down to her from generations past. It seemed a
process to which only those of her kind were privileged to learn. Yes, he understood it – not the
process, but the need for the process. When she finished, she offered the balanced and tightly
rolled cigarette to him. He wasn’t surprised that he took it; he just naturally leaned toward her
and she placed the cigarette between his lips. She then struck a match and held out the fire for
him to light it. He did and then he leaned back in his chair, smoked, and continued to watch her
as she proceeded to roll another one. When she finished rolling the cigarette and had it lighted,
she leaned back in her chair, smoked, and smiled at him with her eyes, her spectacularly blue,
and round, and welcoming, Western eyes.
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